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— W rTlM ryou MOM m ore than softw' T ,much more
than support. We give you confidence. Confidence that THE
SOFTWARE performs. And confidence in our documentation, training and customer service.
Confidence comes from our commitment to providing
complete, long- lasting business solutions for all our customers.
A commitment that goes far beyond traditional concepts of

"support ", From development through testing, enhancement
and even more testing, our commitment is to overall excellence— providing the best products and service. So you can be
confident our software will do the job, and our people will be
there when you need them.
It's been that way since we helped create the software
industry almost two decades ago, and that's the way it's going
to continue. As
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Company, So areTnternationa ITs a member of a worldwide
family of 5.000 computer and business professionals.
We make information work with a complete family of
financial and manufacturing application software. These field proven packages put the solution to any business problem
right at your fingertips. Systems include General Ledger and
Financial Reporting; Fiscal DSS Forecasting, Modeling and
Reporting; Accounts Payable: Accounts Receivable; Fixed
Assets: Payroll.'Personnel; Human Resources Management;
Work Order Management; Manufacturing Resource Planning;
and our exclusive Comprehensive Report Writer.
Call or write today. Our products and technical knowhow,
plus people of the highest caliber and our commitment to
support, all mean that THE SOFTWARE gives you confidence
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ears ago, got fed up with slaving for a
salary.NowI'maComprehensive"accountant,andI've
more thantripled my income!"—Joe Donahue, Denver, Colorado

Joe Donahue,a
COMPREHENSIVEaMdlale
in Denver, Colorado

Back to mo ney
In my first year, I attained 59
monthly small business clients
and was billing at an annualized
rate of over $5,500' a month.
By June, 1981, my client list
was up to 196 accounts, with
annualized billings of $34,900' a
month.
That means an annualized
gross of over $419,000' after
only five years.
Cash is important, and it has
to be there. But real success is
a lot more.
I'm my own boss. I work for
myself and own my own
practice. I'm building equity
for the future. And I have
employees who depend on me.
Best of all, I'm committed.
And I've proven a lot of things to
myself that I always dreamed
about.

Now w hat?
Obviously, you're not going to
rush out and Invest in becoming
a COMPREHENSIVE accountant
just on my say so.
So get the facts. Ask for
complete information on
earnings and profits of al!
current COMPREHENSIVE
accountants, including me, Joe
Donahue. There's no obligation
—and it could be the most
important move you'll
ever make!

Legalese
Can you do as well as I did?
There are no guarantees. There
are certain statements, though,
required by the FTC and state
regulatory agencies. So here
they are:

Call R. J. Thomas
Toll free (800) 323 -9000
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Anywhere in the Continental U S.
In Illinois, call collect (312) 898 -6868

m
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By now, you've probably
found the average COMPREHENSIVE accountant has about
90 clients. That's right -90
clients! And each one receives
close, prompt and personalized
monthly contact and service.
Many accountants in the
system have even more. In fact,
my own personal client list now
tops 190!

"These sales, profits or
earnings are of a specific
franchise and sho uld not be
considered as the actual or
potential sales, profits or
earnings that will be realized
by any other franchise. The
franchisor does not represent
that any franchisee can expect
to attain these sales, profits or
earnings. There are currently
274 acco untants in the
franchisor's Associate and
Affiliate Programs. Mr.
Donahue is in the Affiliate
Program, which began in 1976.
Of all Affiliates in the program
who had completed at least
one full calendar year in
practice as of January 1, 1981,
9 of 58 individuals (or 16 %)
achieved annualized billings
in excess of $5,500 per month
during their first calendar year
in practice. Of the five
Affiliates in practice for at
least five years as of July,
1981, gross annualized
billings ranged from a low of
$153,092 to a high of Mr.
Donahue's $419,437 with a
median of $178,703.

W hat happened?
I quit. And moved my family
to Colorado, where I hardly
knew a soul.
Most importantly, though, I
became a COMPREHENSIVE
affiliate and invested in my
future.
COMPREHENSIVE trained me to
use complete systems, from
marketing and sales through
production. The system is so
sound.. it's almost incredible!
All the tools are there. You
don't have to be an inventor.
And I certainly don't consider
myself a super salesman. I'm
still nervous whenever I make a
new presentation.

m

How many clients?

W hat about money?
Before I became a
COMPREHENSIVE accountant, my
salary was $20,000. That was
five years ago, when I was 31. So
you know I'm not a remarkable
genius.
I'm not one of those Harvard
B- School types either. My
degree is from Mankato State
College in Minnesota. And
believe me, there were times I
thought I'd never get through. I
finally did, though, in 1967, and
went to work as an internal
auditor with Control Data.
Almost ten years and two
jobs later, I'd had it. I was tired
of slaving for a salary and going
nowhere. The time had come to

make a major decision —both
about my career and my life.

m

What Is COMPREHENSIVE?
COMPREHENSIVE IS the nation's
largest franchisor of bookkeeping, accounting and tax
services, with more than 22,000
small business clients of all kinds
handled every month with a
system developed through 32
years of successful experience.
Over 300 independent
accountants utilize
C0MPREHENSNE'S centralized
computer system to provide
monthly services to their clients.
Fast. And with a lot fewer
headaches.
With COMPREHENSIVE. I'm
backed by a team skilled in
accounting systems, practice
management, sales and
marketing, taxes and more.
Plus a national advertising
program to attract and pre -sell
new clients

How do I do it? With our
exclusive system, it's really not
too difficult. And here's what I
give each and every client
every month:
• Operating statement for both
the current month and
year -to -date, with
percentages for both
• Complete bank
reconciliations
• All tax returns
• Itemized employee payroll
records
• Detailed supporting ledgers
by account for each item on
the operating statement
• Balance sheets as necessary

m

I'm an accountant. And I'd
like to tell you about the
opportunities I found with
COMPREHENSIVE'
I always thought my career
choices as an accountant were
limited to heading for one of the
''Big 8" firms, getting lost in a
corporation, or going it alone. I'd
always wanted to own my own
practice, but working for
someone else meant I didn't
have that core group of clients
to get me started
Then I read about
COMPREHENSIVE's nationwide
network of independent local
accountants. Local to let me
keep in touch with myself and
my market, and national to
provide all the back -up and
support I'd never have if I were
strictly on my own.
You might Say COMPREHENSIVE
helps you be in business for
yourself without being in
business by yourself.

I d like to know more about my
opportunities as a COMPREHENSIVE accountant!

'

Name
Address
City

State

Phone

(Best time to call)

Zip

Mail to: Comprehensive Accounting Corporation
2111 Comprehensive Drive
Aurora, Illinois 60507 -1288

COMPREHENSIVE ' "
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The right arm of America's small businesses.
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Why Don't Colleges Depreciate Fixed Assets?

13

By Carl F. Ebey
The fact that colleges and universities, unlike other nonprofit organizations, do not charge
for depreciation in their financial statements means they may be consuming their seed
corn to the detriment of these institutions in the long run. How did they get into this predicament? What can be done about it?
Certificate of Merit, 1981 -82

A Not-for - Profit Nightmare

21

By John F. Wetjen
Like Topsy, Community Action Agencies have grown with very little direction and control
(accounting). An insider looks at these not - for - profit organizations, targets their weak
points, and recommends corrective actions.

Closing the GAAP in Church Accounting

26

By Terry L. Arndt and Richard W. Jones
While stringent accounting regulations exist for business or profit- oriented entities, non business organizations have been guided by institutional accounting principles, which has
led to inconsistent financial reporting. Churches, especially, have been lax in this area
because typically there is no "bottom line" against which to measure performance. In order to serve their parishioners' needs yet keep activities cost effective, churches must
start using generally accepted accounting principles in their accounting systems.

Management
Accounting
Issues

The Role of Abandonment Value in the Investment Decision

34

By Robert Kee and Oliver Feltus
Abandonment values play a key role in determining whether retention or termination of an
asset is warranted. For capital projects with significant resale values over their estimated
lives, abandonment values can also assist in determining the assets' potential profitability
and risk. An analytical framework for incorporating abandonment values into the capital
budgeting process aids in the clarification of the issues.

How to Conserve Energy and Save Costs

43

By Charles R. Wagner
One road to energy conservation is the use of effective audit and procurement methodologies. The purpose of the energy utilization audit is to identify opportunities to reduce energy consumption; life -cycle costing aims to minimize total costs over the life of the item acquired. Both are viable techniques that can help you realize savings for your company.
Certificate of Merit. 1981 -82
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Managing Information Through Banks

52

By Stephen G. Worthley and Christopher Skaar, Jr.
When a company moves money, it is moving information. Starting with this premise, one
organization incorporated the movement of its money within the banking system with its
accounting record keeping. The biggest benefit attained was the ability to streamline the
cash management systems within each of its operating companies.
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Research

Collecting Government Receivables —the NAA Experience

60

By Suzanne G. Connors
A recent survey of NAA members shows that companies that do business with the government have a problem collecting receivables. Those surveyed describe their problems and
suggest some solutions.
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Creative Accounting tripling your income
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Communicating Financial Information —has never been more important —particularly in today's regulatory environment. In September, Chairman John S. R. Shad describes the Securities & Exchange Commission's role in the process; and in two articles
that won Certificates of Merit the theme is explored from the viewpoints of Brockway, Inc.,
and academic research. In October, we focus on divisional accounting and reporting systems; authors also analyze the accounting work environment and how to control intracompany freight costs. Upcoming themes: accounting education and professionalism in November and cost accounting applications in December.

issues

Cover: St. Patrick's Cathedral. Photo by Stephen McCrea.
Views expressed herein are authors' and do not represent Association policy unless so stated. Quantity reprints of any articles in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING or back
(subject to availability), may be
obtained from Special Order Dept., NAA, 91 9 Third Ave., New York, 10022.
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NAA Office Relocation Approved
Meeting in Washington, D.C., last June in conjunction with the Annual Conference, the National Board of Directors made a number of
important decisions involving the future of the Association and the
Institute of Management Accounting.
Here is a summary of the most important
actions.
Based upon the recommendations of
the Committee on Long Range Location
and an affirmative vote of the Executive
Committee, the National B oard approved the building or acquisition of a
suitable building for the Association offices in Bergen County, New Jersey,
which is in the metropolitan New York
City area. This action was taken principally to avoid having the Association be
impacted by the constantly escalating
rental costs in mid - Manhattan where our current lease expires in
1985.
A commitment for the issuance of Industrial Revenue Bonds has
been received to underwrite all or part of this project at a favorable
rate of interest.
In a related action, the Board approved the relocation of the Institute of Management Accounting with NAA offices at the new location site. The Board also approved an allocation not to exceed
$300,000 to further expand, market, and promote the CMA program
outside the Association membership.
The office location project has been the subject of intensive
meetings for the past two years. David W. Rewick, chairman of the
initial Committee on Long Range Location, and Ettore Barbatelli,
chairman of the Long Range Implementation Committee, together
with the members of their committees did an outstanding job in the
exploratory and planning phases of this task. Chairman Bob Scharff
is to be congratulated for his role in guiding and coordinating all the
many aspects involved.
The fact that these committees carried out their jobs so conscientiously and the fact that the National Board voted overwhelmingly to
approve their recommendation gives me every confidence that we
have made the right decision on moving the Association offices. It
may be several years before the actual move takes place, and we
will keep you fully informed as your officers and staff move to implement the Board's decision.

,2r
,41- Z
LOUIS VLASHO
President, 1982 -83
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MORETHANITHURTSUS,
annoying to use, people tend not to

use it
What's more, TOM has a worldwide network of licensed consultants to assist clients, in their own
language, in every phase of getting
their computers computing. And
keeping them computing.
We have pro
' g tools
and integrated accounting and
word processing software for many
businesses, including distributors,
contractors, accountants, restaurant/
food service operators and not -forprofit organizations. And each pack
age is ca able of meeting not only
the needs of the first-time user but
We only lase a prospective
of the data processing professional
client.
as well.
You could lose a real one.
To find out more about TOM
Especially if the software you
software, send in the accompanying
recommend to your client can't do coupon today.
the job it was intended to do.
After building a career on the
TOM (The Office Manager, Inc.) strength of your good recommenhas software now running thoudations, don't blow it with a bad one.
sands of computers worldwide.
MA -8 -S2
That's because our software is
accommodating enough to acSOFNVARE'
complish what clients want to
I'm interested in TOM's software package for
accomplish. Now, next month and I
(industries or fields)
next year.
Please send me all pertinent information quickly.
TOM software is also easy to
Name
Title
install, so clients can get their comCompany
puters operating quickly.
Address _
And, TOM makes sure the soft- City
State
Zip
Phone
ware is easy for operators to under- Send to: TOM, Box 66596 Seattle, Washington 98166.
Or phone: (206) 246-702i .
stand and use. If the computer is
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Opinion
Robert L. Shultis

Business Bad? Do Accounting
Standards Play a Part?

one country, but, because of the impact on its
net income of translating this debt from local
currency to United States currency, the company might choose another financing alternative.
This "FAS No. 8" alternative could well have
an adverse effect on the company's cash position or other measures of financial strength
compared with the original, sounder, plan but,
because of FAS No. 8, the net income would
look better. Hence, it might well be adopted, to
the detriment of the business and the economy. Mr. Willingham cited a research study
which indicated that this sort of thing, this type
of decision- making thought process, was all too
common during the days of FAS No. 8.
The statement, in the eyes of many financial
and general management executives, just
didn't conform to the real economic facts of
life. However, because of the emphasis placed
on net income by all concerned, financial managers were forced to live in a never - never, Alice-in- Wonderland world. The predictable happened. The rate of real growth of the world's
ec on om ic p owers s in c e F A S No. 8 has
dropped by one -half. Mr. Willingham, at least,
feels that FAS No. 8 has been a major contributor to this decline.
Now, of course, we have FAS No. 52, which
Mr. Willingham feels is a step in the right direction and which closely parallels a similar accounting standard recently promulgated in the
United Kingdom. An important twofold lesson
which management accountants should recognize and keep constantly in mind for the future
comes out of all this:

NAA's just - concluded Annual Conference in
Washington was a rousing success. Attendees
were unanimous in their praise for the technical
program —many calling it the best yet. Certainly
the likes of Art Buchwald, Barbara Thomas,
Senator Jackson, Representatives Kemp and
Crane; Donald Regan, Ezra Solomon and many
others ensured its success. The dramatic exit
which Representative Kemp made (to vote on
the budget) indicated to one observer that he
could still scramble to avoid the pass rush of a
couple of 265 -pound linebackers.
There was another speech at one of the plenary sessions, however, that probably had
greater long -range significance to accountants
and to their role as arbiters and recorders of
the economic scene. That was the very perceptive discussion by Derrick Willingham, incoming
president of the Institute of Cost and Management Accountants, our British "sister" organization, of the impact which the rules for accounting for foreign exchange fluctuations
1. Other accounting standards in the future
(both the FASB's and certain similar foreign may well have an important impact on the way
rules) have had on the economic scene.
we run our businesses. We must be aware of
A tape of Mr. Willingham's speech will soon these early in the standards - setting process.
be available for purchase for those who did not To its everlasting credit, the FASB operates in
hear it. He made some very important points, the sunshine under strict due process rules.
however, which I would like to share with you Also, Board members listen, consider and react
and comment upon briefly. Mr. Willingham's to suggestions received from the private secmajor thesis was that there was an almost di- tor. However, it's up to us in the private sector
rect correlation between the promulgation of to communicate our opinion to them. We do
FAS No. 8 and the slowdown in the rate of eco- this within the NAA, of course, through the MAP
nomic growth of the major Western industrial Committee but more is needed. Your opinion
and trading nations. While there have obviously and your company's opinion must be heard.
been other factors contributing to this decline, This is an oft - repeated statement, but one
the speaker felt that many managements were which can't be repeated too frequently.
spending too much attention protecting the bot2. In their own shops, management accountom line, as reported under FAS No. 8, and too tants must present their managements with the
little time making basically sound business and facts of the real world, regardless of what the
economic decisions even though the income latest fashion in accounting standards may be.
figure as reported under existing rules might be They must make it clear to their managements
adversely affected by these decisions.
what the effect of management's decisions
Good business sense might decree, for ex- may be —not only when accounting standards
► No- 71
ample, that the company borrow long -term in
6
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The door to
success.
Peat Marwick offers
a comprehensive
program of courses
specifically designed
to hone, update and
advance your internal
auditing skills.
At Peat Marwick, we offer many
professional development courses
specificallydesigned to improve
internal auditing skills. In addition to improving proficiency,
they can help advance your career.
Our Executive Education
seminars are conducted by highly
trained instructors. They give
practical, "hands -on" experience
performing internal audits in
commercial and manufacturing
companies, banks, insurance
companies, and government —in
both manual and EDP environments. Other courses focus on
improving managerial and
communication skills.
Our seminars are being
offered at our Executive Educaton
Center and at other locations
around the country. Organizations with large auditing departments can also arrange to have
courses given on -site, and
specially tailored to meet their
particular needs.
For additional information
about our internal auditing curriculum and other Peat Marwick
seminars, use the coupon below
or call Patricia Neil at
(212) 872 -6666.
Please send me a
complimentary brochure.
Name
Title

Address
City
State

Zip

Mail to: Patricia Neil, Executive Education Center, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co..
810 Seventh Avenue, New York, NY 10019.

Itat
Marwick
Mitchell
& Co.

EXECUTIVE
EDUCATION
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Management
Accounting
Practices
Louis Bisgay, Editor

MAP Committee on Auditing Standards

is

In a proposed Omnibus Statement on Auditing
Standards, the American Institute of CPAs
would amend several previously- issued SASS.
NAA'S Management Accounting Practices
Committee found the proposed changes generally appropriate, but expressed concern over
one aspect of the proposed amendment to
SAS No. 5. The troublesome words: "If an established accounting principle from one or
more sources in category (b) or (c) is relevant
to the circumstances, the auditors should be
prepared to justify a conclusion that another
treatment generally accepted."
Although the proposed statement indicates a
purpose of clarifying the meaning of conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles,
the MAP Committee believes that its language
seems to confer a higher degree of authority
upon pronouncements such as AICPA Statements of Position than is justified. The Committee therefore suggested an alternative wording
that it feels is less subject to misinterpretation.
For a copy of the letter, write to Mrs. Lorie
Klein at the NAA.

maps and other related documents. Both statements are effective for fiscal years beginning
after December 15, 1982.

FASB on Use of Accounting Data
The FASB published a research report that
summarizes and interprets studies on the usefulness of accounting information to investors
and creditors. Professor Paul Griffin of the University of California at Davis is the author of the
report, which is titled Usefulness to Investors
and Creditors of Information Provided by Financial Reporting.- A Review of Empirical Accounting Research.
The report examines the relationship between research that is done and the process by
which the FASB establishes standards. The report also reviews research on statistical models
that describes changes in accounting information and ratios over a period of time.
For information about this publication, write
to the FASB, Order Dept., High Ridge Park,
Stamford, Conn_ 06905.

IFAC Statements on Education
The Education Committee of the International
Federation of Accountants issued its first
guidelines on education for the accountant.
Statement No. 1, Guideline on Prequalification
Education and Training, sets forth standards of
professional education and training that all accountants should have. Statement No. 2,
Guideline on Continuing Professional Education, encourages member bodies to develop
and evaluate CPE programs and provides general guidance.
Copies of the statements are available at
$1.75 each from the AICPA Order Department,
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y.
10036.

AACSB Accredits Accounting Programs
FASB Issues Insurance Statements
The Financial Accounting Standards Board issued two statements that deal with the insurance industry. Statement No. 60, Accounting
and Reporting by Insurance Enterprises, confirms and makes authoritative the specialized
accounting and reporting principles and practices contained in the five industry guides and
statements of position that had been issued by
the AICPA. In FAS No. 61, the FASB specifies
the accounting for "title plant." Title plant consists of information about ownership of land
and about people with a legal interest in real
estate, copies of prior title insurance contracts,

Eighteen schools are the first to have their
accounting programs accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business. Previou sly on ly prog ram s in bu siness administration had been accredited by
the AACSB. The colleges had one or more
of three types of programs accredited; bachelor
degree, MBA with accounting concentration,
and master of accounting, The accreditation
committee includes representatives of the
NAA, American Accounting Assn., Financial
Executives Institute, and the AICPA. See the
Accounting Education column in this issue for
iii
more details.
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IVAIRRESOURCEPLANWIhGPROBLEMS.
Operating a manufacturing plant is no

monitor inventory levels. Check your work
order status. Manage your entire manufacturing process ... while it's still in process.
And MAXCIM's integrated design contributes to its extensive audit trail capability.
MAXCIM is human- engineered, too. So you
It's the ultimate planning tool... a comdon't have to be a data processor to process
prehensive management information system,
the data you need. There's even a graphics
designed specifically to maximize productivity. module available that puts the most complex
And minimize your operating costs. By intedata into easy -to- interpret bar and line graphs.
grating a series of manufacturing and financial
Call us today. Or write for our brochure.
software modules through one common data
You'll be surprised how quickly NCA can start
base on a *DEC PDP -11 or VAX minicomgiving you bottom line answers to your producputer, MAXCIM gives you constant updates
tion line problems.
on what's happening, as it's happening, anywhere in the plant... from the production line
NCA CORPORATION
to the bottom line.
Manufacturing/ M18
Utilizing MRP II concepts, MAXCIM
388 Oakmead Parkway
provides immediate inquiry capability to manuSunnyvale, CA 94086
facturing, marketing, finance and engineering,
(408) 245 -7990
giving you total resource control. Before it
gets out of control. With MAXCIM, you can

small task. You need a constant flow of timely
information. Not in bits and bytes. But in nuts
and bolts.
MAXCIM gives you precisely that.
On -line. In real time.

C

'DEC. PDP -11 and VAX are trademarks
of Digital Equipment Corporation.

Baltimore - Boston - Chicago - Dallas - Houston - Los Angeles - Portland - Sunnyvale - Sydney, Australia

Frank Mastromano, Editor

Control & Security:
Manual versus Computer Systems
The concept of controls and security as related
to the use of computer systems is a concern to
management responsible for the information
systems function and to financial management
responsible for safeguarding the physical assets and intangible properties of the organization. Formalized policies and informal protocols
to achieve effective controls and security have
been developed from the time computers were
installed to support business systems.
The decision to invest in hardware, software
and personnel resources required for computer
applications imposes the need to install the
necessary controls and security to support the
systems. Audit reviews and news accounts of
abuses of computer systems will frequently
raise the question: "Do adequate security and
control exist for the computer systems ?" While
the concerns receive periodic attention, the installation of computerized systems provides
significant benefits in the control and security
of data and assets in the majority of organizations. This positive aspect of control should be
addressed by data processing and financial
management in the development of the controls and security policies and procedures.
When put into proper perspective, computer
systems can improve and increase the effective controls contrasted to what normally exists
in the prior manual systems. It would be interesting and in some cases extremely enlightening to evaluate controls in a manual system usin g th e sam e crit eria us ed in reviews of
computer systems.
The dictionary defines control as "power; authority; direction" and defines security as "freedom from damage, care and fear; certainty."
Control is also restraint; hold back" and security implies "protection; defense." The primary
10

Review of Controls Necessary
A review of the required controls prior to the
development of computer systems
provide
a return on the time and effort invested by the
data processing and financial departments.
Batch transmittal forms in a manual system are
used in a limited way. The transfer of documents to the data processing function requires
more information. The submission of transactions from multiple functions in the organization
requires identification of the source of the
batch, the number of documents, hash totals,
when processed, assurance of only singular
processing, and disposition of the batch of
transactions. The documentation of the controls on the transactions is required in a batch,
on -line, or real -time environment. User activi► ► 66
will

Management
Information
Systems

definitions are positive in concept while the
secondary appear to be the general impression
of controls and security of computer hardware,
software and information. In reality, the positive
aspects are achieved in the routine control procedures performed on a regular schedule. The
concern aspects relate to the potential possibility of loss of data or the unauthorized use of the
systems.
Concern for controls procedures existed prior to mechanized methods of processing data.
In very basic manual systems the concern for
control of transactions was addressed. In fact,
a very basic control procedure used a heavy
metal base supporting a long metal spindle.
The effectiveness rested in the simplicity of the
procedure. Each transaction was firmly placed
on the device in sequence. As transactions became more complex, new controls to ensure
that transactions were properly recorded and
processed were necessary.
The need to establish procedures to achieve
the proper methods, responsibilities, and controls increases as the functions in an organization become more specialized and more people
are involved in recording, approving, and processing business transactions.
The advent of unit record mechanical data
processing equipment as the initial replacement of manual data processing raised new
concerns for control and security of the data.
Data processing departments were usually established as separate entities in the organization as an intermediary function in the process
of c ollec t ion and provid ing in form at ion.
Changes in the basic methods of handling various transactions required changes in the procedures that instructed operating personnel in
the proper methods of processing transactions.
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CYrexplains what happens after
you buy a word processor.
you bought an y of the new
CPT8500' models, two things
will happen right away.
First, your CPT representative

I

wiU arrange an installation date
that's convenient for you. And
second, hell get your staff started
immediately in CPT's personal
ized training program, so they
will be ready when the equip - II
ment arrives.

The big d _
On the appointed day, after
the installers depart, you're left
with an impressive new system.
So you sit down at one of

the workstations. And
after a few hesitant
moments, you're typing on CPT's unique

video screen. Mistakes are
corrected easily, right before }
eyes. When your first documei
letter - perfect, you print it out, via
electronic printer, at 540 words a
minute.
Best yet, you have a permanent rec-

Relax.CPT will takecureof all the details of installing yournew word processing system.

Your automated office
As your office grows to rely on word
processing more, you may want to
expand. And that's when you'll be
glad you bought a CPT system.
The CPT 8500 series is actually four
word processors in one. The entrylevel CPT 8510 can easily be upgraded to the more powerful 8515 or
8520 -even the top -of -the -line 8525.

ord of what you've typed, stored on a
"floppy" magnetic disk.

New discoveries
In the next few months, you'll be continuously amazed by how the new
system speeds up work. How CPT's
10 -key number pad on the keyboard
makes it easy to handle figures. How

makes of word processors, computers,
copiers, and other electronic equipment can freely exchange information.
Office Dialog Link actually translates

the various electronic languages of
these different office machines —a
real breakthrough in office automation.

If you'd like to take the first step
towards automating your office, sim-

ply mail the coupon below.
"Now were netting out work t
would have been impossible with our old
setup.

r
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,

Mr1 -31

Mail to CPT Corporation
P.O. Box 17

Minneapolis. MN 55441
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the display screen's preview area lets
you review your floppy disk files—
even while another document is being
typed. And how easy- to-use software
programs can help you handle payroll, manage inventory —even do sales
forecastin g.

But believe it or not, you've Just
begun to tap into the potential of
your new CPT word processors.

For extra flexibility, CPT's
new Disk Units let you store
between 150 and 2,600 pages of
information at each workstation.
And when the time comes,
CPT can even help you tie your
word processing system into your
larger array of office equipment

Thanks to a new device called
Office Dialog Link"," different

Specijiwtiow subject to change without notice at the disaetionof CPI:

Or call 1 800.4474700 (In Illinois, 1- 800-3224400)
� �Please�send�me�your�free�booklet:�CPT�Shows
You How To Get Into Word Processing —A Step At
A Time.
� �I'd�like�a�CPT sales representative to call me.

TA.
C ompi m
Mdr ess
s t a t e

-

h r,t•

Phone 1

CPT takes the mystery out of word processing.

Here today.
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There today.
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Sprinto guaranteed sameo day
package delivery makes
"tomorrow "a thing of the past.
Get your small, urgent package
to the Eastern counter at the
airport. We'll rush it out on the
very next flight. And provided
that flight is scheduled to
arrive before midnight, you'll
get same -day service. We guarantee it. Or your money back.
That's Sprint same -day
package service, available to
more than 90 cities nationwide

on over 1,200 daily flights.
We can also give you
Sprint service to Canada,
Mexico and other international destinations.
For further details, rates
and flight information, call
Eastern. For pickup and
delivery in the U.S., call

800- 336.0336, toll -free.
X1982 Eastern Air Lines, Inc.
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Letters
TO THE EDITOR
Re the May Small Business column (see
following letters), NAA has never advocated unethical business practices and
never will. We merely were pointing out
some of the methods that currently are
being used by businesses to help cash
flow. These methods are not taught in
CEP courses —they have been revealed
by participants in CEP courses. Obviously, we should have been more careful
when we reported on this phenomenon
and specifically labelled such tactics as
those being used in the "real world, "but
certainly not recommended —not only
because of questions of ethics, but also,
as pointed out by the letters, because in
the end they are counterproductive. Eds.
Innovative or Unethical?
In her May 1982 column on small business, Kathy Williams collected a list of
"innovative techniques" for managing
accoun ts payab le. Tak ing cash di scounts which have not been earned is
not innovative but, in my opinion, it is
unethical. Using a change in a payroll
system as an "excuse" to lag salaries
one week might qualify as an innovation�—but�it�will�probably�have�negative
behavioral effects, which will more than
offset the financial benefit.
I do not think Mr. Scharff's call for
professionalism is well served by material which reinforces the narrow aspects
of accountants working in a vacuum,
oblivious to the organizational or ethical implications of their actions.
Peter Kenyon, CMA
Assistant Professor
University of the Pacific
Stockton, Calif.

Don't Shift Cash Flow Problems
Your "innovative techniques" for maintaining a proper cash flow as discussed
in t he Ma y i s s u e O f MAN AG E MEN T A C -

lea ve som eth ing to b e d e sired. Your su gge stio ns to m em b ers to
cheat their vendors seem to sidestep any
01-10-63

CO UNT ING
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Why Don't Colleges
Depreciate Fixed Assets?
One college transferred $500,000 to special
projects while making no allowance for
depreciation totalling $5 million.

One of the virtues of accounting has been the
principle of consistency. Yet, in the treatment of
the matter of depreciation, there is no consistency
in not - for -profit institutions. Colleges and universities are the only institutions within the not -forprofit sector that are prohibited from charging depreciation in the Statement of Current Funds,
Revenues, Expenditures, and Other Changes. This
Statement is used by many governing boards of
colleges and universities as the traditional profit
and loss statement of commercial enterprises. The
business manager or chairman of the finance committee, however, must remind trustees continually
that the statement does not contain within it a
charge for depreciation. Hence, the trustees, in reviewing the results of operations, must keep in
mind the fact that no allocation was made in the
current fund for depreciation.
Because many trustees at colleges and universities are continually changing due to the fixed -term
nature of their appointments, and because the
treatment ofdepreciation is unique to colleges and
universities, this is a problem that will not go
away.
The faculty at many colleges and universities
are given a financial statement of the college or
university. If such a statement is given with an accompanying explanation, it has to be repeated
0025-1690/82/6402-0441/$01.0010

yearly that the current fund statement does not
contain any allocation for depreciation.
In judging the treatment of depreciation by the
guideposts of relevance and reliability, can it be
said that the financial statements of colleges and
universities are more reliable or more relevant by
this treatment? Most would think not. The problem is that these financial statements do not recognize the fact that assets are being used up in the
course of providing educational services.
How We Got There

Carl F. Ebey, C.S.C., is
provincial treasurer,
Priests of Holy Cross,
Indiana Province, and
assistant professor of
accountancy at the
University of Notre
Dame. A Roman
Catholic priest, he has
a D.B.A. degree from
Indiana University. He
is a member -at- large.

How did the profession get in this position? In
1973,The Audit Guide For Colleges and Universities was released. The audit guide stated that depreciation was not to be recorded in the Statement
of Current Funds, Revenues, Expenditures, and Certificate of Merit,
Other Changes. If depreciation was to be charged, 1981 -82
that charge should occur within the separate plant
fund. This decision by the audit guide is at variance with the audit guides of other not - for -profit
y
0Ainstitutions (see Table 1) and with generally accepted accounting principles for commercial enterprises. The audit guide was issued with the consultation of the National Assn. of College and
University Business Officers. Hence, the implication that this variation exists is because it is meeting the needs of the users.
Since the issuance of the audit guide, however,
criticism has arisen. Price Waterhouse's "Position

Sh
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By Carl F. Ebey

is

Paper on College and University Reporting" in
1975 addressed the question of depreciation expense among other topics. The paper argued that
depreciation accounting is the method of spreading the cost over the life of the asset:
While relatively few colleges follow depreciation accounting techniques, we believe financial statements of colleges should reflect
the cost of operations for the period so that
trustees can better judge financial results.
Buildings and equipment wear out, and if
one is trying to measure costs, the cost "exp i r at i o n " or d ep reci at i o n mu s t be
considered.'

Most higher
education
institutions do
not charge
depreciation on
The following year, in an article in the Arthur
their books. Anderson Chronicles, Mitchem and Fisher argue

during the 1970s independent colleges and universities were holding their own, but that deterioration of physical assets was occurring and that this
phenomenon was not reflected in the financial
statements.
These studies argued for charging depreciation
in the statements of colleges and universities.
However, as not - for -profit institutions there must
be arguments for and against the charging of depreciation. The arguments accumulated in Gross's
book appear to summarize both positions. The arguments for charging depreciation are:
1. Most nonprofit organizations provide services
that are measured in terms of cost. Depreciation is a cost, so it should be charged.
2. Certain assets must be replaced out of reoccurring income of the enterprise. If depreciation is

Table 1
Chart of Not - For-Profit Institutions and Accounting Practices
Fixed assets
must be
depreciated

Fixed assets
must be
capitalized

Accrual basis
of accounting
capitalized

Audits guide of colleges and universities

no

yes

yes

Statement of position, accounting principles, and repo rting
practices for certain non-profit organizations

yes

yes

yes

Audits of vo luntary health and welf are organizations

yes

yes

yes

Source: Adapted from Are Changes Needed in Private Foundation Practices? Nicholas G. Apostolou,
Hartwell C. Herring III and Walter A. Robbins. Jr. Management Accounting, Nov. 1980, p. 40.

for the charging of depreciation in the operating
statements of colleges and universities. They argue
that the cost of educating a student is not just the
current direct or out -of- pocket costs, but the previous costs for facilities. They argue that an asset
is being used up and yet is not recognized as an
expense in the operating statement. Mitchem and
Fisher state that there are three benefits from
charging depreciation:

not charged, expenses in some years will be disproportionately high.
Some nonprofit organizations are subject to unrelated business tax. Depreciation is a cost that
should be charged.
4. Nonprofit organizations sometimes provide
services that are available for a certain price
similar to commercial enterprises.
The arguments against depreciation are:

1. Added credibility and understandability of financial statements.
2. Potential avoidance of auditor qualification.
3. Alleviation of possible cash flow problems in
providing repair or replacement Costs.2
Authors of both articles challenged the audit
guide from a theoretical standpoint but did not
address the issue from the position of the institutions themselves. In the summer of 1980, Minter
and Bowen released their fifth annual report on
independent higher education. The study found
that most institutions do not charge depreciation
on their books and that many institutional leaders
do not recognize it psychologically in appraising
their institutions. Further, the study found that
14

1. Nonprofit organizations aren't concerned with
determining profits nor with a direct matching
of income and costs.
2. Nonprofit organizations frequently raise funds
that they need for major fixed assets through
special fund drives.
3. With inflation, the market value of fixed assets
increases as fast as the decline in asset value
through the passage of time.
4. Depreciation is difficult to show.'
Gross argues that for most not- for -profit institutions, depreciation should be charged. He feels
that the arguments in favor of depreciation outweigh the arguments against depreciation for
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1982

most not - for - profit institutions.

that 164 respondents (57.7 %) feel that they are
failing to provide for replacement of facilities. The
What Do Colleges Want?
second question addressed the issue of whether
Having shown that it is an inconsistent position renovation and replacement of facilities would be
not to charge depreciation at colleges and univer- more likely to occur if depreciation were charged
sities, and that depreciation is a cost at the institu- in the current funds. Some 124 respondents felt
tions, we need to raise a further question. What do that this would be more likely to occur if deprecithe colleges and universities want? This query fo- ation were charged, while 73 respondents felt that
cuses on the needs and preferences of the users of this would not be the case. This result is signifithe information. As part of a larger study on fi- cant because, based on responses to both quesnancial planning of Catholic colleges and universi- tions, a majority of those surveyed felt that chargties, I recently conducted a two -part study on de- in g dep reci at i on wo ul d be of b enefi t t o th e
preciation.' First an attitude survey was sent to institution if it was not already providing for rethe chief business officers and the chief academic placement or charging depreciation.
officers of all Catholic colleges and universities.
The third question addressed the issue of desirFifty -seven questions were asked of them concern- ability of charging depreciation and simultaneousing financial matters. The response rate was 73 %. ly funding it. Forty -eight percent (136 responThe second part of the study consisted of field in- dents) felt that only by charging and funding
terviews conducted at five colleges and universi- depreciation could they provide for long -range
ties throughout the country. Field interviews were maintenance of educational facilities, while 60
conducted with presidents, chief business officers, (21.1%) disagreed.
and chief academic officers.
The second part of the study consisted of perThree of the questions of the attitude survey ad- sonal interviews with presidents, chief academic
dressed the problem of depreciation and replace- officers, and chief business officers. Based upon
ment and renovation of fixed assets (Figure 1). the results of the attitude survey, a questionnaire
The first question asked whether or not the insti- was prepared so that all interviewees were asked
tution was providing for long -range renovation the same questions. The chief academic officers
and replacement of facilities. A review of the re- and the chief business officers had participated in
sponse rates in the frequency distributions shows the original survey. In the personal interviews, the

State colleges
are
understating
the cost of
education
because fixed
assets are being
used up and no
charge is made.

Figure 1
Attitude Survey of Catholic Colleges
Chief

1.

business officers and chief academic officers responded to three statements as indicated below:

In my opinion, our operations
and maintenance budget (including that for renovation)
fails to provide for longrange renovation and replacement of facilities.

2. In my view, renovation and
replacement of facilities
would more likely occur were
we to charge depreciation on
educational facilities and
carry such charges to our
operating statement.
3.

In my view, only systematic
charging of depreciation,
and funding such charges
for renovations and replacement is likely to provide for
long -range maintenance of
facilities.
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There does not
seem to be
clear reasons
why
deprecia tion
should not be
charged by
colleges

chief business officers and the presidents of the institutions were clearly in favor of charging depreciation in the current funds statement. The opinions of the chief academic officers were not clear.
Apparently, some academic officers were uncomfortable answering any business - related question,
and, hence, the results for this group are not as
significant when dealing with this issue.
One business officer in the interview stated that
he considered the practice of not recording depreciation in the current funds statement to be one of
the greatest weaknesses in the current accounting
system for colleges and universities. He suggested
the present system might make sense for colleges
and universities that are public in nature and receive funds for new buildings from state legislatures, but for the private colleges and universities
this source of funding is not available. He felt that
this policy would cause headaches in the future
for the private colleges and universities.
Of course, the problem of depreciation for fixed
assets is one that affects not only the private but
also the public institutions. State - supported institutions are understating the cost of the education
currently being given to the students who attend
state - supported institutions of higher education
because fixed assets are being used up and no
charge for these assets is reflected in the Current
Funds Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and
Other Changes. One institution pointed out that
buildings built with federal funds require a renewal and replacement reserve and that they were being provided but that they were all that was being
provided. The results of the survey confirmed our
intuition that a majority of chief officers of Catholic colleges and universities are dissatisfied with
the current practice of the accounting audit guide
of not charging depreciation in the Current Funds
Statement. Many felt that they were not providing
for the replacement and renovation of the fixed assets in the future.
Many articles have been written concerning the
decline of the pool of 18- to 24 -year -olds who will
be facing the institutions of higher education in
the next two decades. The need for effective financial management to address this problem is clear.
The question that can be raised is: Is the current
accounting practice for colleges and universities
distorting financial information by understating
cos ts at a time wh en reli ab le i nformat io n is
needed?
A College Finance Committee Is Concerned
Some scholars have demonstrated how accounting information could be changed to give a number of responses on the financial performance for
the college depending upon the use of transfers between funds. The unfortunate problem is that although transfers do enable colleges and universi-
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ties flexibility as to the use of resources, the
transfers are dependent upon the information that
precedes them in the financial statements. If this
information is not reliable, then arbitrary transfers
can be made of funds that are not available for
general purposes. A cost that currently is not included in the statements is depreciation of the
fixed assets.
The finance committee of a medium -sized college recently became concerned about the question of the cost of depreciation at the college. The
college, which is typical of many in this country,
was built immediately after World War II. The
college grew to 2,000 students, approximately
60% of them residential students. Currently, the
college includes five dormitory complexes, a student center, library, dining hall, and four large academic buildings, as well as plentiful athletic facilities. The physical assets of the college are worth
$20 million on the historical cost basis. Its operating income before expenses is $7 million. The college currently has more students than it budgets
for, so that it has generated for the past few years
an excess of income over expenditures of $500,000
annually. These funds then are transferred either
to endowment or are used to pay for unbudgeted
projects suggested by the business manager. If a
schedule of depreciation is prepared, assuming
straight -line depreciation and that the useful lives
are 50 years for buildings and 10 years for equipment, depreciation expense and accumulated depreciation would have been as shown in Table 2.
The adjustment for inflation was calculated using the Consumer Price index from date of acquisition to the present. After reviewing the schedule,
the financial committee became acutely aware of
the cost of depreciation and of the effect of approving transfers to the endowment and special
projects when depreciation was not recorded in
the current funds statement.
The most recent FASB Statement of Accounting Concepts, No. 4, is devoted to nonbusiness organizations. The statement articulates a number
of objectives of financial reporting. One of the objectives holds that the financial information generated should be useful to resource providers and
also to other users of the financial information.
This scenario of a board meeting of a medium sized college raises the question as to whether the
information currently being provided is indeed rational. For many colleges and universities the depreciation charge may be a material amount because the investment in plant and property usually
is the most significant asset possessed by the institution. The effect of not charging depreciation can
lead to lower levels of tuition being charged to
students and to decisions being made which are
harmful to the institution in the long run. Trustees not understanding the content of the financial
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1982

Table 2
Depreciation Expense and Accumulated Depreciation

550,000
it

9,400,000

Adjusted for
general inflation

325,000

5,000,000

For Co lleges

300,000
Historical
cost�—

l

and universities
beset by
inflation, this is
a problem that

200,000

�

won't go away.
Sm

Depreciation
expense

r,

Buildings

i

Equipment

statem ents m ay p o ssib ly m ake d ecisio n s in ign o rance. Thu s, th e statem en ts m ight h ave th e o p p o site effect o f the ob jective o f th e Statement of Accounting Co n cep ts, No . 4.

Time for a Change
There now exists an anomaly in the treatment
of depreciation for colleges and universities and its
treatment in other audit guides for not - for -profit
institutions. Commercial enterprises charge depreciation in the income statements. Many not for- profit institutions charge depreciation in the
current funds statement of activity . Colleges and
universities currently do not charge depreciation
in the Current Funds Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Other Changes. I have attempted
to provide the rationale for treatment of depreciation as a special topic in not -for -profit institutions
by giving the reasons both for and against charging depreciation at colleges and universities. At
this time there does not seem to be clear reasons
why depreciation should not be charged by colleges and universities.
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❑ ❑ , A`❑ ❑ o • r
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Accumulated depreciation
1980

The study of Catholic colleges and universities
indicated that the officers of the colleges and universities felt that their institutions presently were
not providing for the renovation and replacement
of fixed assets. The study found that the users, i.e.,
the officers, desired a change in the current practice. Further research will have to be conducted to
see whether these results apply to all colleges and
universities. Further, it was found that in personal
interviews, officers of Catholic colleges and universities perferred that depreciation be charged in
the Current Funds Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Other Changes . At this point in
time, when more concern is being given to not -forprofit accounting by the accounting profession, it
is appropriate to consider this inconsistency in accounting practice. As suggested earlier, this is a
problem that will not just go away.
❑
'Price Waterhouse and Co., Position Paper on College and University Reporting, p.4.
'Dennis E. Mitchem and Michael Fisher, "The Case (or Depreciation in Higher
Education Financial Statements." Arthur Andersen Chronicles, 1976, p. 62.
'Malvern Gross, Jr., financial and Accounting Guide for Non -Profit Organizations,
John Wiley and and Sons, 1949, pp. 67 -74.
' Carl F. Ebey, C.S.C., "Long-Range Financial Planning: Its Exisicnec and Importance at Catholic Colleges and Universities," unpublished D.B.A. dissertation, Indiana University, 1980.
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WHEN YOU'VE INSTALLED
OVER 6,000 SOFTWARE
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company than UCC.
Our software is up and working at thousands of sites on
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Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

59,000 Accounting Graduates
The number of accounting graduates is expected to grow from almost 59,000 in 1982 to more
than 65,000 in 1984. Most of these graduates
will find jobs in private industry, government
and other nonprofit organizations or education.
Some 6,690 will be awarded master's degrees,
a 16% increase over 1980 -81. These figures
are based on the AICPA's 12th annual report,
"The Supply of Accounting Graduates and the
Demand for Public Accounting Recruits."

Inside Directors Decline
The percentage of board of director members
who also are corporate employees declined
12% during 1979 -81, according to the Securities & Exchange Commission's report on its
three -year program for monitoring trends and
functioning of boards of directors. Only a slight
majority (52 %) of all directors were employees
or affiliated with the corporations on the average board in the survey, A majority of companies with more than $150 million in assets now
have boards with a majority of outside directors. In 1981, 86% of the boards had an audit
committee. The SEC report is based on a survey of 1981 proxy statements from about 960
issuers.

ERTA Spurs R &D Spending
Despite the recession, the 50 biggest R &D
spenders in U.S. industry expended a record
total of $21.1 billion in 1981, an increase of
12.8% over the prior year, according to Inside
R &D, a weekly publication of Technical Insights, Inc., Fort Lee, N.J. Some of the growth
in expenditures is attributed to the effects of
the Economic Recovery Tax Act passed in August 1981. A Technical Insights spokesman
said that tax credits for R &D expenditures and
accelerated depreciation schedules for R &D
equipment contained in the law are expected to
save industry $450 million in taxes this year and
close to $3 billion over the next four years.
20

Chrysler's R &D spending dropped 10.2 %; General Motors managed only a 1.1 % climb, and
Ford rebounded from a decline in 1980 to a
modest gain of 2.8 %. AT &T and the Bell System increased spending 42.2 %.

Mutual Fund IRAs Offered by Firms
Since January 1 when the option to establish
an Individual Retirement Account was expanded to include almost everyone, hundreds of
companies have offered employees payroll deduction plans for IRAs. More than 50 of Fortune 500 companies have established such
plans, according to the Investment Company
Institute. In the first three months of this year,
70% of all new IRA money invested into mutual
funds went into money market funds; the balance was split among common stocks, bond
and income mutual funds.

3M Offers Workshops on
Communications
The Audio Visual Division of 3M is offering free
monthly seminars on management communication skills at each of its authorized Business
Product Centers. The workshops, which are
60-90 minutes long, focus on ways to organize
meetings and presentations, how to choose appropriate audio visual aids, and how to use effective presentation techniques. For information , c all a 3 M Bu s in ess Cen ter or 8 0 0
328 -1371, for the name of the nearest 3M
dealer.

Small Firms Plead: Simplify Rules
Small and medium -sized private companies
want simplified accounting rules, Seidman &
Seidman reports after surveying a number of
companies based on a Financial Accounting
Standards Board questionnaire for managers of
private and small public companies. Private
companies generate financial reports for their
creditors, not outside investors; therefore, their
needs are different. Secondly, Harvey D.
Moskowitz, Seidman's national director of accounting and auditing, points out that creditors'
financial reporting needs differ significantly
from those of outside investors because their
circumstances are different, and thirdly, creditors of private companies rely less frequently
on financial statements than do creditors of
public companies. In addition to different user
needs, private companies' costs of providing
GAAP financial statements are often relatively
greater than for public companies.
10-10-66
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A Not-for-Profit
Nightmare
What other bu siness must sta rt with a musta rd seed of an idea
and within 30 days have the mechanism to distribute —with zero mistakes
and no fraud —$3 million to qualified people?

By John F. Wetjen
A nice medium -sized business: $22,000,000 a year
income, 350 employees, good social awareness,
serving a community of about one million people —and 337 budgets. That means one budget for
every 1 .04 people on the payroll —in effect, an accounting nightmare!
We are looking at a Community Action Agency
(CAA) whose responsibilities range from giving
inner city children a chance to do better in school
(Headstart ), to helping chemically dependent
members of the society ( Public Inebriate Program ), to preventing the u ntimel y deat h of a
neighbor through hypothermia ( Emergency Energy Assistance Program). But despite the millions
that flow through such agencies to achieve worthy
objectives, until very recently , most of the funding
sources would not even consider an overhead or
indirect cost element.
No other business, to my knowledge, must start
with a mustard seed of an idea and have in place,
in 30 days, the mechanism to distribute $3 million
to qualified people. Furthermore it must do this
with zero mistakes and no fraud . Impossible? No,
but when the funding sources do not acknowledge
that there is a cost associated with the nondirect
program elements, there is a price to be paid eventually. Limited research shows that while the difficulties in the illustrations above were drawn
0025 •1690/82/6402- 1485/$01.00/0

from a few agencies, the problems were and still
are, generic to the not - for -profit social service
field. In some cases trouble has not reared its ugly
head for years because of the eagerness of the
funding sources to dispense money for "the good
of the community." The bottom line, however, is
that many CAAs are running at a deficit and are
technically bankrupt. They live on float.
The Hurdles of a CAA
Let us take a brief look at some of the various
constraints, rules, regulations and the environmen t in wh ich a Co mmun ity Acti on Agen cy
exists.
First is the community in which the agency is
located . CAAs are found from coast to coast. One
in Los Angeles, the subject of an investigative report by CBS' "60 Minutes," concentrated on Chicano problems. In other cities , programs focus on
the inner city inhabitant , regardless of race, creed
or color. Of growing concern is the more mature
inhabitants, the elderly, on fixed incomes. As the
pace of inflation continues , a larger and larger
segment of this population group fall into the poverty category and become entitled , and may need,
the benefits available from the various government agencies. The simple fact of being needy or
entitled, however, does not bring the benefit or
help the person deserves.
There are several hurdles. The first is the relucCopyright 0 1982 by the National Association of Accountants
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It is almost
impossible to
apply the cost effectiveness
concept to
many grants.
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tance of many former middle income people, now
at poverty level retirement incomes, to accept
"charity."
The second hurdle is the local politician. Shortly after the Office of Economic Opportunity and
the "War on Poverty' began dispensing funds to
the CAAs, the local politician realized he had given away a power base. This change occurred because many of the local governing bodies did not
want to get involved in what they saw as a shortterm, one - president program. They did not foresee
the growth from three billion dollars in 1965 to
100 billion dollars in 1980. Now they are trying to
retrieve and retrench, sometimes at the expense of
the program, by having all funds flow through the
various levels of government, each skimming its
handling charge, and to top it off, the skim is
legal.
The third hurdle for the CAA is the lack of accounting training for the people who are responsible for maintaining the books and records. Grant
accounting is not taught in any college. Fund accounting for municipal accountants is a subject
but there is a vast difference between fund accounting and grant accounting.
One of the primary differences between the accounting requirements of the CAA and a manufacturing or commerical firm is the incentive to
recover the cost. Because there is no profit built
into a CAA all the costs must be recovered from
each grant. When your funding source refuses to
cover indirect costs it requires creative treatment
of the various elements of cost to ensure that a
deficit is not run up during the year. The objective
in such programs is to spend the dollars provided
in the grant. If you do not spend them this year,
you will not get as much next year. While cost
effectiveness is becoming more important, it is almost impossible to apply this concept to many of
the grants given out these days.
In the case of the CAA mentioned in the first
paragraph the attempt to control costs resulted in
337 budgets for 350 people on the central staff.
Now there are perhaps another four or five hundred people who are paid out of the proceeds distributed to the operating units or locations, but
the labor base is lost and it is difficult to justify to
operating management the size of the accounting
staff required to maintain adequate cost control.
The problem is compounded when accountants
are faced with having to serve two masters. The
first is to provide maximum accounting control,
without interfering with the programs, at a minimum cost because every dollar used for support
services is a dollar not available to the program,
or to the client or the population that needs services. The second is to provide the funding source
with the assurance that the funds are being properly controlled.

Further, pity the accountant in this environment: each grant, and often each program within
a grant, requires a periodic, often monthly, financial report. In the private sector the accounting
department may turn out a budget report for each
operating unit or department, but only one income statement for the company as a whole. One
agency in the Midwest must turn out 16 reports
per month for a grant that is less than $1 million
annually! In addition to the 11- column report
showing expenditures to date, budget to date, at
completion and so forth, each cost element must
be substantiated with a copy of the invoice or payroll register. If one voucher is used to pay costs,
such as hospitalization premiums which are distributed to the 16 programs, that voucher has to
be copied 16 times --once for each report.
Revenue vs. Cost
Most articles on welfare programs focus on the
concept of increasing revenues to cover costs. But
the reality is that revenues are predetermined and
it is the cost that must be adjusted not the revenue
in a not - for - profit. There is no mark -up to make
up for the loss on one program by increasing the
income on another. That is why the initial budgeting for a grant request is so critical and why it
must be reviewed and approved by the accounting
department prior to submission to the funding
source.
My experience has shown that the people running the programs have little concept of negotiating a contract with the funding source. The thinking seems to be "the funding source wants it; the
agency will do it regardless of the cost." Because
many of the programs have not been analyzed
from a cost standpoint, the numbers used to justify the existence when actually analyzed, reveal a
large discrepancy particularly in purchase of services areas. Where a level of services is given
based on so many unit hours we divide a unit hour
into the dollars provided and that indicates the
amount of service available which is, perhaps, two
or three times that which is being quoted. Unfortunately, up to this point in time, no thought
seems to have been given to efficient reconciliations or simply redefining what a unit of service
consists of because the 15 minutes of unit of service often actually turns into one and one -half
hours of counseling and help for the client. The
one and one -half hours spent with one client
means fewer people can be seen in a day. Then the
funding source wants to cut back because a sufficient number of people are not being served.
Another element faced by the accountant in a
nonprofit area is the feeling that keeping a time
sheet is a onerous task that should not have to be
performed by people engaged in the social service
end of the business. The same problem for years
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1982

faced the accountant in manufacturing and engineering fields because the engineer felt the time
card was an imposition ofhis creativity. The time
card or time sheet really is nothing more than a
means of recording effort expended and should be
used to provide the basis for pay. It is found that
once you tie the paycheck to the time sheet the
problem of filling out the time sheet diminishes
significantly.

One of the elements that creates a problem is
the unwillingness to make a decision that may affect the client adversely. Such attitudes are cap suled in the statement: "The inability to make a
decision is fortunately exceeded by the ability to
procrastinate." If you put off making decisions
long enough through procrastination, the need for
the decision becomes obviated and the problem
goes away either because the client no longer exists or because somebody else has come up with
Reacting or Planning
the money to solve the problem.
As far as community action agencies are conAnother common failure is that CAAs do not
cerned, the planning function is a vast underdevel- plan their negotiation strategies at the time they
oped area. CAAs have been in a reactive mode. submit a proposal to the funding body. As a reThey may have established a planning apparatus, sult, the funding body is well prepared to disallow
but all too often such organizations are designed certain elements of costs, for example, indirect
around the programs as they exist today. Planning cost or administrative costs, on an arbitrary basis
for three, five, or seven years from now apparently and the local agency, because it is trying to serve
is not widespread.
the community, is not in the position to debate or
What planning there is takes the form ofdevel- to refuse to take the grant because it is unable to
oping a program for the group who demonstrates handle it financially. If the agency refuses the
the loudest. There is no apparent effort to predict grant, the area may not get the money at all and
political changes or socio- economic changes with therefore many people will not be served. This apregard to future programs. This lack of planning parent mission failure will then be noted by the
has meant disaster to some CAAs when the politi- political hierarchy and, as a result, the agency's
cal machine has changed gears.
life span may be abruptly terminated. Record
Obviously, all these factors place a burden on keeping may leave much to be desired because
the accounting department, and what makes the CAA clients frequently are laborers or domestics
burden all the more intolerable is the fact the inexperienced in keeping records or submitting
CAA does not have a capital account or input documentation to justify disbursement of funds. A
money in the form of capital earned through the trip for Headstart parents to a training session or
sale of stocks and bonds. A community action a seminar in a distant city, for example, involves
agency cannot operate until the funding source is obtaining proper expense report receipts, completsatisfied that the documents submitted are in ac- ing the expense report upon return from the trip
cord with criteria for the funding sources. Only and otherwise collecting all supporting data. The
then is the CAA worthy of reimbursement. Often failure to obtain receipts and other business data
the funding source insists upon a copy of every results in questioned costs by the auditors.
invoice, even the cancelled check, before it will reAudit Maze
imburse the agency.
The agency, because it does not have a source
In the industrial environment, any large publicof working capital outside of the grants, is fre- ly held firm, is subject to wall -to -wall auditing eiquently criticized for using the funds from one ther through SEC requirements or as a result of a
program to carry on another while waiting for ac- defense contract. Only recently has a requirement
ceptance of an audit or report. It's ironic that the for total audit come into existence for the social
funding source invariably says "do not use my service or the municipal environment. It came as a
money over there," but never says "do not use rather large shock to me to find out that a city like
oth er mo ney t o su ppo rt ou r program." Wh at Chicago or Milwaukee or even Green Bay has
makes the problem still more intolerable is that, never been audited as an entity. Oh, yes, audits
generally speaking, interest is not an allowable are conducted of various funds but there is no atitem of expense on a federal grant.
tempt to develop a consolidated balance sheet for
A major problem in dealing with CAAs is not the city to ensure that all funds are properly acso much a problem as it is an attitude. The social counted for.
scientists staffing the agencies, much like the engiUntil very recently the CAAs were not subject
neers of 20 years ago, are very interested in their to a unified or single audit concept. The various
discipline and not deeply concerned with the actu- funding sources each conducted their own spasal cost of doing business. I have seen many of modic audits. Some agencies were audited more
these problems repeated between the defense in- than 100 times while others were never audited
dustry of the '50s and the social service agencies while dispensing over $5 million in federal funds.
of the '80s.
►lip 42
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Planning takes
the form of
developing a
program for
the group who
demonstrates
the loudest.
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These finandal
nmes demand the best
and sofiware.
In today's volatile world economy, strong financial software is far
more than an accounting tool. It's a key competitive weapon, the guardian
of a corporation's inner financial health and security. The information
that enables top management to respond quickly and make the right
judgments.
When you install one of our systems, you realize three benefits at
once. First, your non -data processing personnel gain on -line access to the
information. Second, you gain virtually unlimited reporting capabilities.
Third, your system operates with unparalleled flexibility and user friendliness. Backed by such complete field and training support that
you can permanently re- assign programmers out of the accounting area.
In these demanding financial times, demand is at an all -time high
for McCormack & Dodge. We serve over 1,500 companies in 21 countries, including more than 150 of the Fortune 500. With packages for
accounts payable, capital projects analysis, fixed assets, general ledger,
personnel /payroll or purchase order management. And when business
people sit down and talk to us, they usually do more than just talk. They
become customers. We'd like to show you why.

McCormack &Dodge
(800) 343 -0325'

'In Mace (800) 322 -1098

The best financial software-'Me best financial people.
McCormack & Dodge, Inc., 560 Hillside Avenue, Needham Heights, MA 02194, North American offices in Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Huntsville,
Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Washington D.C., Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver. International support in Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil,
Colombia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hong Kong, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Netherlands, Norway, Peru, Portugal,
Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, Sweden, United Kingdom and Venezuela.
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Closing the GAAP
in Church Accounting
It's time for houses of worship to cast aside
their haphazard budgetary techniques in favor of
proper financial management procedures.

By Terry L. Arndt and Richard W. Jones
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Churches represent one of the purest forms of
nonbusiness organizations, which makes their accounting systems somewhat complicated. Financing typically comes from contributions, general
donations, pledges, revenues from fund - raising
events, and gifts. To manage its finances properly,
a church must amass these financial resources in
such a way as to provide the services demanded
by its members while maintaining its physical resources. This concept of capital maintenance concerns the ability of a church to operate within its
budget and is somewhat analogous to a break even concept matching all financial inflows with
outflows.
Unlike businesses, churches historically have
had no motivation to maintain their capital. Instead, they usually have held building or capital
drives whenever such a need arose. Because there
is no "bottom line" to measure performance or
economic condition, church managements have
not used many generally accepted accounting
principles or techniques designed to measure such
performance.
The conversion of financial resources has been
controlled almost exclusively through budgetary
appropriations. For some churches, the entire
budget may be developed by the main church official or a handful of members. Virtually all finan0025 - 1690/82/6402 -0604/$01.00/0

cial resources are allocated to provide specific services or programs. The budget is presented either
to the congregation or board of directors for acceptance, modification, or rejection, and, after it is
approved, it becomes the plan of operation for the
next fiscal year. Then revenues are solicited and
allocated to the various services or programs. As a
result, major emphasis is placed on accounting for
bu dget ary ap prop ri at io n an d do ll ar or cas h
accounting.
Because of the ease of record keeping, many
churches maintain their records on a cash or modified cash basis. For interim statements this may
be all that is necessary, but when material assets
or liabilities are not reflected in the financial statements at the end of the fiscal year, serious misrepresentations and misleading financial data render
the as s es s men t o f p e r f o r man c e vi rt u al l y
impossible.
A typical church balance sheet may show only
the assets and related liabilities. If the church is
on a strict cash basis, cash may be shown as appropriable. In such a case, only current liabilities
such as payroll taxes may be presented. The fixed
assets and long -term liabilities may be presented
in a separate fund balance sheet or, worse, not
shown at all in any financial statements.
Try a Different Accounting Method
To combat the majority of these accounting
Copyright
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problems, churches might follow a full accrual basis of accounting as recommended in the 1978
Statement of Position, "Accounting Principles
and Reporting Practices for Certain Nonprofit
Organizations," issued by the AICPA's Accounting Standards Subcommittee. It presented accounting principles and reporting practices not
covered by industry audit guides. Nonbusiness organizations typically would follow fund- accounting procedures in which separate funds could be
used for financial reporting if they were externally
generated and significantly restricted as to their
usage. Additionally, the SOP recommends that financial reports include a balance sheet, a statement of activity or operations, and a statement of
changes in financial position.' Furthermore, combined financial statements should be prepared for
any segments of the organization that are financially interrelated.
The SOP was written to cover financial statements prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles —those statements
which may be subjected to an audit. Although
many churches may not be subjecting their records to an audit, nonetheless, if there is to be some
philosophy of capital maintenance and measure of
performance, it behooves church managements to
keep their records in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles. Capital maintenance measures income by the difference in net assets (adjusted for investments and withdrawals) at
two points in time. Income is not recognized unless net assets are maintained. With many church
budgets exceeding $100,000, the need for sound
accounting becomes apparent.
For church managements who desire and seek
proper accounting for performances and stewardship reporting, fund accounting using accrual basis concepts is required. Churches that follow the
asset and liability accounting concepts presented
here will have a well- balanced, useful accounting
system.
Asset-Liability Accounting
CURRENT ASSETS
Current assets such as cash, accounts receivable, and marketable securities are the same for
churches as for profit - oriented organizations. The
receivables should have an allowance for doubtful
accounts, and the marketable securities (current
and noncurrent) should be shown and valued at
the lower of cost or market in accordance with the
Financial Accounting Standards Board's Statement No. 12.
Pledges that can be enforced should be recorded as an asset. Whenever a person signs a pledge
card or gives other evidence of his or her legal obligation to honor the pledge, the pledge should be
rendered as an asset, pledges receivable. It is this
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1982

legal right to enforce collection that is important
in recording the item and not necessarily the nonprofit organization's ability or willingness to take
legal action. For recorded pledges, an appropriate
allowance should be established to provide for
possible losses. The revenue of the pledge should
be recognized in the fiscal period for which the
donor intended. If the donor fails to convey the
time frame when the pledge should be recognized,
the offset to a debit - to-pledge receivable may go to
a deferred revenue account or to current pledge
income.
Churches that do not want to record pledges
may have donors sign a card indicating their right
to withdraw their pledge at any time. Being unenforceable, the pledge need not be recorded.
For balance sheet presentation, pledges should
be shown in the current or noncurrent asset sections, depending on the donor's intention. If a
pledge is for a fixed asset, recognition of the
pledge income is dependent on the date the fixed
asset is purchased.

Richard W. Jones is
professor of
accounting at Lamar
University. A CPA, he
holds a Ph.D. degree
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GRANTS AND GIFTS
Except for churches affiliated with a college or
university, the problem of grant accounting does
not arise. Typically grants are accounted for as
deferred income in the current restricted fund until the donor's restrictions have been met. Then
revenues are recorded, usually when expenses are
incurred. If there are no restrictions to the grant,
it may be recorded as revenue. immediately.
Churches receiving gifts from donors should account for them in a manner similar to that outlined for grant accounting. Again, if the gift is for
a fixed asset, it should be recorded as deferred income and recognized as income when the fixed asset actually is purchased. Any gifts, grants or bequests made to a church should be accounted for
either as support for operations or as capital additions. The support funds may be restricted or unrestricted. Funds received for specific measures of
service usually would be shown as revenues, such
as service fees. The funds for capital additions
may be nonexpendable for some period of time.
These restrictions should be identified properly on
the balance sheet.
INVESTMENT POOLS
Churches may commingle their various investment pools providing the income, realized and unrealized gains or losses are properly allocated to
the various investment funds on some ratable or
equitable basis.
DONATED SERVICES AND ASSETS
In referring to donated services, the Statement
of Position (SOP) limits the recording of contributed services that benefit the public in general to
27

those that benefit the organization's members
Specifically:
The services of the reporting organization
are not principally intended for the benefits
of its members. Accordingly, donated and
contributed services would not normally be
recorded by organizations such as religious
communities, professional and trade associations, labor unions, political parties, fraternal organizations, and social and country
clubs.'
The SOP outlines certain criteria which must be
met before donated services will be recognized for
income determination. For most churches, however, donated services should not be recorded.
Donated assets should be recorded at the fair
market value on date of donation. For actively
traded securities this poses no problem. For closely -held securities and assets with no ready market,
however, an appraisal may be needed. Although
donated assets usually are not recorded, proper records and control of such items are needed. This
record keeping would be mandatory for donated
items such as works of art.
FIXED ASSETS

No area of accounting has been more troublesome and complex for churches than fixed asset

and depreciation accounting. The vast majority of
churches do not capitalize fixed assets nor depreciate these assets over their useful economic life.
Nonetheless, the SOP is quite clear in its recommendation that fixed assets should be capitalized
as assets and depreciation should be recognized
periodically. The major exception to this rule is
for structures that are used primarily as houses of
worship or that are inexhaustible, such as monuments or cathedrals. All assets, however, including houses of worship, should be shown at cost as
a fixed asset on the balance sheet.
Although houses of worship are excluded from
depreciation accounting, the exception does not
necessarily apply to other church property. For
example, parish houses or community centers
should be depreciated.
CURRENT LIABILITIES

Current liabilities of churches usually are quite
similar to those of profit- oriented organizations,
namely taxes payable and current obligations such
as for utilities. Sometimes unusual items such as
tax - deferred annuities or interfund borrowings
may be present.
Churches usually are organized under Internal
Revenue Code 501(c)(3). As such they may adopt
tax - deferred annuity plans for their employees.
An adjusting entry will be needed to establish the
current liability for such a plan.

Table 1
St. Francis Church Balance Sheet -6/30/81
Expendable funds
Operatin
_Other.

Assets

5,000

$1,000

$ 20,000

Nonexpendabie funds
Other
Endowment
$15,000

Total
all funds

$2,000

$43,000

Cash
Accounts receivable, less allowance
for doubtful accounts

$2,200
200

2,000

2,000

Pledges receivable, less allowance
for doubtful accounts

$4,000
1,000

3,000

3,000

Liabilities and fund balance
Accounts payable
Deferred payables
Restricted
Unrestricted
Long-term liabilities
Total liabilities
Fund balance
Restricted
Unrestricted
Total liabilities and fund balance

10,000

250,000

250,000

150,000
50,000
$465,000

150,000
50,000
$508,000

1,000

25,000

15,000

2,000

3,000

$

House of worship
Land
Total assets

5,000

5,000
$300,000
50,000

$

Investments, at lower of cost or
market ($3.750 cost)
Buildings and equipment, less
accumulated depreciation
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$

Plant funds

5,000
2,000
350,00_0
360,000

5,000
2,000
350,000
360,000
62,000
43,000
$465,000

3,000

1,000
1,000

25,000
25,000

15,000
15,000

2,000
2,000

62,000
86,000
$508,000
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Table 2
St. Francis Church
Statement of Activity - Period Ending 6/30/81

Excess of revenues over (under) expenses

$20,000
10,000
8,000
4,500
4,000
2,000
1,000
500
1,000

8.000

2,000
2,000
1,000
$1,000
19,000

4,000
1,500

12,000
10,000
4,000
3,000

1,000

1,000

$3,000

$1,000

$4,000

No area of
church
accounting has
been more
troublesome
than fixed asset
and
depreciation
accounting.

$4,000

$

$1.000
500

1,000

8,000

$16,500

CURRENT VS. LONG -TERM CLASSIFICATION
Under accrual accounting, assets expected to be
consumed within one year are shown as current;
all other assets are considered noncurrent. Liabilities are shown as current if they will be satisfied
through the allocation of a current asset or the incurrence of another current liability. Otherwise
th ey are s h own as n on current o r l on g -t erm
liabilities.

$

1,000

$15,500

DEFERRED REVENUE AND ACCRUED
EXPENSES
Accounting for any deferred revenues and /or
accrued expenses is the same as is found in accounting for similar items in profit- oriented organizations. Revenues not earned as of the balance
sheet date must be deferred and are recognized as
revenue in subsequent accounting periods. Similarly, expenses incurred but not paid must be accrued as liabilities on the balance sheet date.
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$4,000
$3,000

$51,000

Some churches may be accounting for more
than one fund, and as such, there may be inter fund borrowing either on a short-term or -longterm basis. The short -term borrowings may be
tempo rary and app ear as a cu rren t li ab il it y,
whereas the long -term borrowing may be permanent in nature and therefore shown as a long -term
liability.

$

$32,000

Miss_ ions

$30,000
11,000)

$1,000

$ 500

$2,000

560

$4,000
$

Total expenses

$59,000

School
6,000
2,000
10,000

$

Expenses
Salaries
School
Interest
Taxes
Missions
Depreciation
Parish projects
Women's auxiliary
Miscellaneous

Support
$19,000
8,000

$

Total revenues

Total
$25,000
10,000
10,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
1.000
1,000

$

Sunday collection
Pledges
School tuition
Missions
Parish projects
Investments
Donated
Books
Women's auxiliary
Miscellaneous

$

Revenues

Programs
Women's
Parish
projects
aux.

-0-

Revenues, Expenses and Fund Balance
REVENUES
A church's major source of funds is the Sunday
collections. If pledge funds are received in the current accounting period, they should be marked
clearly as to which period they were pledged.
Churches operating a school will have tuition
funds, book fees and other miscellaneous items
pertaining to the operation of the school. Other
examples of revenue items may include funds
from parish projects, women's auxiliary, donations and /or gifts, mission collection, and bazaar
proceeds.
A few churches actually may be reimbursed by
third parties for research, putting on special programs (such as for TV), or providing facilities for
other organizations to use. Churches or campus
parishes may fall into this area. Funds for space
reimbursement or program development may be
shown separately. For churches with large endowments, income, gains, or losses from investments
may appear, which should be disclosed clearly.
EXPENSES
As a general rule, expenses for churches will be
reported either on a functional or object basis. If
the functional basis of reporting expenses is adopted, each significant program and support activity
P9

Table 3
St. Francis Church
Statement of Changes in Financial Position (Cash Basis)
For Period Ending 6/30/81

Sources of cash
Received from
Collections
Pledges
Donations
Expenses -no outlay
of cash (depreciation)
Miscellaneous

1981

1980_

1979

1978

$40,000
3,000
3,000

$35,000
4,000
1.000

$20,000
7,000
2,000

$10,000
5,000
2,000

2,000
1,000

1,500
200

1,500
300

1,000
500

49,000

41,700

30,800

18,500

20,000
15,000
4,000
1,000

18,700
9,000
4,000
2,000

15,000
3,000
4,000
1,000

10,000
5,000
4,000
1,000

40,000

33,700

23,000

20,000

9,000

8,000

7,800

(1,500)

11,000

2,000
5,000

10.000

Total
Expended For
Salaries
Supplies
Interest
Miscellaneous
Total
Cash from operations
Other sources of cash
Sale of equipment
Loans
Total sources of cash

10,000

12,800

8,500

9,000
500

10,000

11,000
3,000

12,000

9,500

10,000

14,000

12,000

(1,200)

(3,500)

-

Uses of cash
Debt reduction
Purchase fixed assets

20,000

Total uses of cash
Increase (decrease) in cash

$10,500

4

Table 4
St. Francis Church
Selected Cash Ratios -Four Years Ending 6/30/81
1981
18%

19/0
19%

25%

1978
-8%

2. Cash from operations
Total sources of cash

45%

80%

61%

-18%

3. Total sources of cash
Total uses

211%

-0-

91%

71

45x/0

-0-

86%

141%

-0-

0-

39%

118q'iD

1. Cash from operations
Total cash received

4. Cash_ applied to debt reduction

1979

Total sources of cash
5.

Loan proceeds
Total sources of cash

should be shown separately in the statement of activity. Program activities would relate to those
items directly related to the church's purpose,
whereas support activities are indirectly related,
such as a fund - raising drive. Some expenses, such
as payroll, that affect various programs should be
allocated among the programs and service activities. Other expenses, such as for management and
general, should be disclosed separately.
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Under an object basis of classifying expenses,
all expenses are recorded with respect to a particular object, such as salary expense. Various expenses affecting each program or support activity
are not allocated.
The functional basis of reporting expenses for
churches is best because it is one of the most effective means of communicating to the parishioners
the specific programs adopted by the church's
board and their associated costs. The SOP encourages, but does not require, the use of functional
reporting for nonprofit organizations.
FUND BALANCE
The fund balance represents the church's net
assets and could include funds restricted by donors. Any restricted fund balances should be disclosed by major classifications. In addition to the
major financial statements, it is recommended
that the reconciliation of the beginning and ending fund balance be shown, perhaps in a separate
statement.
Churches and Taxes
Typically, churches are exempt from paying
federal income taxes. Nonetheless, they may become subject to a tax on income from a business
that is not related to its exempt purpose. This unrelated business must be engaged in regularly to
qualify as taxable. Generally, the first $1,000 of
unrelated business income is not subject to federal
income tax, but it may be subject to specific s t at e
income taxes.
The proceeds from a bingo game are not considered unrelated business income if the games are
conducted in accordance with local law and do
not compete with profit- oriented businesses.'
Churches also are subject to taxes such as payroll, excise, real estate, and personal property. Additionally, in some states churches may be req u i red to co l lect sal es taxes on sal es of
publications or products and to withhold payroll
taxes accordingly.
Model Financial Statements
How should churches set up their financial
statements? Tables 1 -4, some model statements,
can be used as guidelines for the preparation of
church financial statements in accordance with
the "state of the art." Assume a July 1 to June 30
fiscal year.
The marketable securities should disclose, usually in the face or notes to the statements, the aggregate cost and market value of the portfolio of
securities. According to FAS No. 12, for current
marketable securities, net unrealized gains or
losses should be shown in the statement of activity, while similar gains and losses on noncurrent
marketable securities would be shown as an adMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1982

justment to fund balance. See Table 1.
For the accounts and pledges receivable, an appropriate allowance should be established to provide for possible losses from collections.
The buildings and equipment are shown along
with accumulated depreciation. It should be noted, however, that a house of worship and land are
carried at historical cost and not depreciated.
On the statement of activity (Table 2), each total amount of revenues and expenses is extended
to either a support or program column. This format offers the reader an opportunity to evaluate
the various programs, and the allocation shows
the board of directors' programs and amount allocated to each. The bottom lin
xcess of revenues over (under) expenses —is an attempt to
show numerically the performance of the various
activities undertaken by the church management.
The statement of changes in financial position
(Table 3) is shown using the cash -basis format.
Most church boards of directors are cash oriented.
Working capital discloses only the net amounts
and gives the impression that working capital is as
liquid as cash. In addition, the working capital approach does not adequately reflect how the cash
was generated nor how the church management
chose to allocate the cash to the various activities.
Because of these shortcomings, a cash approach
would provide more meaningful and less confusing information for readers of the church financial
statements.
Table 3 illustrates the statement of changes in
financial position as desired by the Financial Accounting Standards Board through Statement on
Financial Accounting Concepts No. 1, which recommends that financial reporting is to provide
useful information in assessing cash flows. The
suggested format in this table not only accomplishes the requirement of providing cash flow information but also displays the information in a
form suitable for financial ratio analysis.
In Table 4 an attempt is made to present the
data in Table 3 in such a fashion as to add insights
into management's efficiency in the handling of a
church's financial resources. The ratios shown are
not meant to be exhaustive but merely to demonstrate how the suggested cash flow statement of
changes in financial position may be used for further analysis.
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Ratio 1 indicates that cash from operations as a
percentage of total cash received is declining from
1979 levels. More of the operating cash is being
used from 1979 to 1981.
Ratio 2 shows a significant decline in cash from
operations to total cash sources. This is in support
of Ratio 1. Together, Ratios 1 and 2 are showing
an unfavorable trend.
Rati o 3 presen ts th e rel ati on shi p o f tot al
sources to total uses —a break -even in 1980 but
markedly improving over time. Where is the cash
coming from since Ratios 1 and 2 are showing a
counter trend to Ratio 3? Other sources are accounting for the change and keeping the church
solvent. But how long can the management rely
on "other funds ?"
Ratio 4 demonstrates management's commitment to debt reduction.
Ratio 5 shows that only in 1978 and 1979 were
loans needed.
In summary, internally generated cash is not
keeping pace with the growth of total cash. Management's dedication to debt reduction may have
to be reconsidered in light of declining internal
funds and more reliance on externally generated
funds (sale of equipment). The church has been
either borrowing or selling assets to make up the
cash deficiencies.

As a general
rule, expenses
for churches
will be
reported on a
functional or
object basis.

Time for Proper Accounting
Because some authorities are requiring audited
financial statements, it is imperative that churches
start to present their financial data on an accrual
basis under general fund accounting. Although
the "state of the art" for showing their performance results is still in the embryonic stages,
churches should make an effort to communicate
more effectively to their members their operating
results and financial position. Proper accounting
according to GAAP is imperative for all organizations, whether business or nonbusiness or profit oriented or nonprofit, and the techniques advocated in the position statement are a step in the right
direction.
'According to APB l9, Statement o(Changes in FinancialPosition, nonprofit orp.
nizations were excluded. However, the SOP recommends that any organization cov.
ered by the proposed audit guide For certain nonbusiness organizations present a
statement of changes in financial position.
'Statement ofP64don (SOP) 78- 10, Accounting Principles and Repotting Practices
For Certain Nonprofit Organizations, December 31, 1978, paragraph 67, American
Institute of CPAs, New York, N.Y.
'1981 Standard Federal Tax Reports, paragraph 3257.016.
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The Role of
Abandonment Value
in the Investment Decision
Once an asset has been acquired, project
abandonment is actually a reinvestment decision.
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The abandonment option plays a major role in determining an investment's profitability and risk
exposure. However, abandonment considerations
are seldom incorporated into the capital budgeting process. Investment opportunities are typically analyzed as if the firm would hold the asset
over its entire estimated useful life. Furthermore,
abandonment is generally discussed in the context
of project termination —i.e., after an asset has
been acquired, abandonment is considered to limit
potential losses due to changing economic conditions or verification that the original estimates of
the project were invalid.
These attitudes toward asset abandonment are
somewhat misleading and potentially suboptimal
for efficient capital allocation. For capital projects
with significant resale values over their estimated
lives, abandonment values play a major role in determining the assets' potential profitability and
risk. Therefore, abandonment values are a factor
to be considered in the asset selection decision.
Once an asset has been acquired, project abandonment is actually a reinvestment decision. Since
the firm has considerable discretionary power
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over termination of an asset, the firm is continuously implicitly or explicitly making decisions to
leave funds in the asset (reinvestment) or to withdraw the funds (abandonment) and reinvest them
elsewhere. Changes in economic conditions affecting the project or verification that the original estimates of the asset's cash flows were incorrect are
special instances of the reinvestment decision, albeit highly visible ones. The objective of the reinvestment decision is to maximize the return from
investing the firm's capital. The future profitability and risk of continuing to hold the project are
determined in part by its present and future resale
values. Therefore, abandonment values play a key
role in determining whether retention or termination of the asset is warranted.
We present an analytical framework for incorporating abandonment values into the capital budgeting process. The proposed framework explicitly
considers abandonment values in the asset selection and subsequent reinvestment decisions. Rules
for project termination suggested in the finance
literature are evaluated and incorporated into the
proposed framework. Previous studies of project
termination are extended by considering abandonment when the firm is faced with limited access to
Copyright

0
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capital. Finally, the proposed framework will be
utilized to incorporate new information as economic and financial conditions change.
A Proposed Framework for Evaluation
Because the framework provides information
not offered by the traditional approach, we find it
useful to illustrate the traditional approach to asset selection first. Therefore, consider the capital
budgeting problem in Table 1. With either net
present value (NPV) or internal rate of return
(IRR) as a selection criterion, current wisdom

facilitates understanding the profitability and
abandonment options open to the firm. To calculate the IRR, i in equation 1 is treated as a variable while NPV,,, is treated as a constant equal to
zero. The i that satisfies equation 1 is the IRR.
To illustrate the framework provided by equation I and to amplify the previous discussion,
equation 1 was applied to the data for project X.
The results are listed in Table 3. The NPVs and
IRRs calculated form two triangular matrices.
The rows of each matrix represent an investment
( T = 1) or reinvestment ( T
= 1, 2,
, n) at the

...

Oliver Feltus is a Ph,D.
student at the
University of Alabama.
A CPA, he holds a
M.S. degree in
accounting from
Memphis State
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Table 1
Asset Selection-Traditional Approach
Project X

Cash flow
Abandonment value
Initial outlay
Cost of capital
Net present value
Internal rate of return

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

$20,000
$70,000
$100,000
10%
$8,728
13.21%

48,000
50,000

20,000
45,000

24,000
30,000

13,900
20,000

11,000
10,000

9,000
0

would suggest project acceptance. However, much
of the information available has not been analyzed
or reflected in the decision.
To explicitly incorporate abandonment values
into the capital budgeting process, the NPV model can be modified as noted in Table 2. The traditional approach to capital budgeting is a special
case of equation 1. It is the particular case where T
is set equal to one and a is set equal to the life of
the project. Equation 1 extends the traditional approach along two avenues. First, during initial asset selection, T = 1, a is varied from 1 to n. The
result is a set of n NPVs that measure the expected profitability of the project assuming all possible
abandonment considerations. The resulting set of
NPVs is particularly useful for determining when
the project achieves its maximum expected profitability. The second extension of equation 1 to the
traditional approach is to vary T from 2 to n. As T
is successively incremented, a is varied from T to
n. That is, T is set equal to 2 and a is varied from
2 to n, T is set equal to 3 and a is varied from 3 to
n, and s o forth . Th is procedure p rovi des the
NPVs needed for making the reinvestment decision. The NPVs generated are useful for assessing
the future profitability of the project and desirability of abandonment.
In many instances it would be useful to know
the project's rate of return. If the firm has limited
access to capital, the IRR is appropriate for making the asset selection and reinvestment decisions.' Even without capital rationing, the IRR
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/AUGUST 1982

beginning of period T. The columns represent
holding and terminating the asset at the end of period a. Abandonment values and cash flows are
provided adjacent to corresponding values T and
a, respectively. Resale values represent the funds
a firm chooses to leave in the asset or withdraw
and invest elsewhere, after the asset is purchased.
Therefore, abandonment value is the valuation of
an asset at time T that is relevant for decision
making. The original investment and book value
are relevant only for their tax considerations.
An entry or element in a matrix can be identified and described by its subscripts, i.e., T and a.
NPV,,,, is located at the intersection of row T and
column a. More importantly, NPV,,,, is the NPV
at the beginning of period T from holding the asset
to the end of period a. For example, NPV,,, is
located on row 1 under column 7. The cell value
indicates an excess present value of $8,728 at the
beginning of year 1 from holding the asset to the
end of year 7. NPV 2,4 is interpreted as the NPV of
reinvesting in project X at the beginning of year 2
and abandoning at the end of the year 4. 2 The
funds to be reinvested are the $70,000 ABC could
recover by selling the asset at the beginning of
year 2. Elements in the IRR matri4 can be interpreted in a similar manner. For example, IRR2 ,4
indicates that the return for reinvesting in project
X at the beginning of year 2 and abandoning at
the end of year 4 is 33.37 %.
The traditional approach to capital budgeting
► ► 38
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uses cell NPV,,, or IRR,,, in making the asset selection decision. Since either cell value indicates
that project will earn a rate of return in excess of
the cost of capital, the project is accepted for investment. However, the NPVs in row 1 suggest
that p ro ject X reach es its m ax im um NPV in year
5 an d d eclin es th ereafter. The decrease in NPVs in
years 6 an d 7 can o n ly resu lt from project X earnin g le ss th an th e c o s t o f c ap it al in it s la st two

years. Therefore, holding project X for its entire
life would be suboptimal for the firm. While project X reach es it s m ax im u m NPV in year 5, row 1
o f th e IRR m atrix in d icates th e m axim um IRR is
achieved in year 4.
Th is an aly sis lead s t o th e f o llo win g ru le: The

initial assessment of a project's profitability should
not be based on its NPV or IRR over the life of the
asset bu t rat her on t he hi ghest NPV or I RR duri ng
th e a sset s life. Th e m a x im u m N P V o r I R R is a
m easu re o f th e p ro fit th e firm expects to achieve
fro m th e p ro j ec t. Th erefo re, it m o r e accurately
measu res th e p o ten tial co ntrib u tion of the asset to
th e f irm . Ho ld in g t h e a sset to an y pe riod other
th an th at o f m ax im u m p ro f itab ilit y is a r einvestment decisio n an d sho uld b e recognized and treated as su ch .
Th e b ehavio r o f th e NPVs on row 1 or any other ro w can b e exp lained b y th e NPVs on the m ain

Table 2
Equation 1
a
NPV,..,, = F

ECk
AV.
+ } - T - AV T
(1 +1)1+1 -1 ' (1

k

+i1°

_ " ' T a—
,,' n
1:T

Where: NPV,., = the net present value at time T assuming abandonment at
time a
T = beginning of the fiscal period
a = end of the fiscal period in which the project is abandoned
ECk = expected cash flow in year k
AV = expected abandonment value
i = cost of capital
n = estimated useful life of the project.

diagonal, i.e., NPV,,,, NPV2,2, etc. The diagonal
NPVs denote the incremental NPV earned from
ho ld in g th e as set on e peri od . Fo r ex ampl e,
NPV2,2 is the excess present value for holding
project X during year 2. However, NPV2,2 does
not directly explain the change in NPV in row 1,
i.e., the change in NPV,,, and NPV,,2. NPV2,2 is
discounted to the beginning of year 2 while the
NPVs on row 1 are discounted to the beginning of
year 1. If NPV2,2 is discounted an additional period, then it explains the increase in NPV of cells
38

NP V, ,, an d NP V, , 2. This may b e verifi ed as
follows:
NPV,,, _ — 18,181
NPV1,2 =

NPV2,2 = 19,091

—826

Change in NPV
= 17,355

NPV2,2/(1 + .10)
= 17,355

The NPVs along a row represent the aggregate
NPV from holding the asset. The changes in the
aggregate result from the incremental NPVs located along the main diagonal. If the incremental
NPV is positive, the project earns a rate of return
in excess of the cost of capital during the year and
the aggregate NPV will rise. Conversely, a negative incremental NPV means the project earns less
than the cost of capital during the year and the
aggregate will decline. The aggregate NPV on row
1 rose in periods 2 through 5 because of the positive incremental NPV earned during those periods. In periods 6 and 7 the incremental NPV was
negative and pulled the aggregate down. NPV,,,
remained positive because the large present values
earned in the early periods more than offset the
negative present values earned in periods 6 and 7.
The NPVs for making the reinvestment decision are provided along rows 2 through 7. The reinvestment NPVs may be used to assess the sensitivity of the project to changes in economic and
financial conditions. However, data for more direct analysis is provided by the main diagonals.
For example, NPV2,2, NPV3,3r NPV4,4 suggest
that project X would have to deteriorate substantially before abandonment would be considered in
years 2, 3, and 4. NPV5,,, indicates that even a
moderate deterioration would make abandonment
feasible in year 5. NPV6,6 and NPV,,, do not enter into evaluation of the sensitivity of the project.
Even if the cash flows in Table I were realizable
as expected, ABC would not choose to hold the
asset in periods 6 and 7. Hence, the risk inherent
in project X is the sensitivity of its NPVs to the
variability of cash flows in periods 1 through 5,
not those of I through 7.
The IRR matrix can be analyzed in a similar
fashion. The IRRs on the main diagonal represent
the marginal returns for holding the asset one
year. The IRRs on the off diagonals (IRRT,a, r =A
a) represent the average returns for holding the
asset two or more years. For example, IRR,,, and
IRR2,2 suggest project X earns a return of —10%
and 40 % , respectively in years 1 and 2. For holding project X the first two years, IRR,,2 indicates
an average return of 9.50 %. The b eh avio r of t he
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1982

average IRRs is explained by the marginal IRRs.
When the marginal return exceeds the average return the average will rise. Conversely, when the
marginal return is less than the average return,
the average will decline.
Unlike the NPV, the IRR reaches its maximum
in period 4 rather than period 5. In period 5 the
marginal return (IRR 5,$) of 13% is less than the
average return in period 4 (IRR 1,4 ). Therefore,
the average return in period 5 declines. However,

of the density functions of the asset's cash flows
and abandonment values.
If the cash flows and abandonment values are
normally and independently distributed, their
mean and variance are used to calculate the density functions of NPV,,,,, and IRR,,,,.' With this information available, the risk
the investment
maybe assessed. The density function of NPV,,,,
and IRR T,a provides the range of possible earnings that may be realized from the asset and the

of

Table 3
Investment Matrix- Super, Inc.
Net Present Value (NPV)
Cash flow

-10,000

48,000

20,000

24,000

13,900

11,000

9,000

Abandonment value

70,000

50,000

45,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

0

2

3

Initial
Outlay

a

1

4

5

6

0

1

0

2

"0

3

4

4

30,000

5

- 18,181

-826

6,687

9,760

19,091

27,355

30,736

10,319
31,351

9,755

8,728

30.730

29,601

9.091

12,810
4.091

13,486
4,835

12,803

11,561

4,083

2,717

818

-8

-1,511

-909

-2,562
-1,818

•

6

10,000

7

T

7

As new
investment
opportunities
arise,
abandonment
of existing
prolects
becomes one
source of
available funds.

internal Rate of Return (IRR)
Cash flow
Abando nment value
Initial
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because the marginal return in year 5 is greater
than the cost of capital, the NPV in year 5 will
continue to rise. The information developed from
analysis of the NPV matrix can be developed in a
similar fashion from the IRR matrix. In fact,
analysis of the IRR matrix facilitates explaining
changes in the average and marginal NPVs. For
example, the large increase in NPV in year 2 is
explained by the large marginal rate of return
(IRR 2,2) earned during that year. The decline in
NPV in years 6 and 7 is explained by the low marginal rates of return earned in those years, i.e.,
IRR 6,8 = 5.00% and IRR 7,7 = - 10.00 %.
To quantify the risk of project X, it is necessary
to specify the probability distribution or density
function of the NPVs and IRRs listed in Table 3.
These distributions are calculated from estimates
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1982

-10.00

probability associated with each earnings level.
More important, the calculated distribution allows one to determine the probability of achieving
a desired NPV or the NPV expected for a given
degree of confidence. For example, employing the
density function of NPV,,, the probability that
NPV I,S will be greater than zero or the NPV expected with a confidence level of 95% may be
estimated.
When the assumption of independence and normality are not met, determining the probability
distribution of NPV,,, or IRR T,a becomes more
difficult. Tchebycheffs inequality is available for
nonnormal distributions.' For serially correlated
cash flows and abandonment values, conditional
density functions or a mathematical model developed by Hiller may be used.' When the number of
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cash flows and abandonment values are relatively
large or the calculation of the density function becomes intractable, simulation can be tried.'
Project Termination
In the finance and economics literature there
are several models proposed for determining the
optimal point for abandonment. Dyl and Long
propose:
1. Abandon an asset if its maximum present
value is less than the abandonment value at the
beginning of the period under consideration or
2. Hold the asset and abandon in the period of
maximum present value.'
Dyl and Long's (D -L) rule would correspond to
observing the NPVs in row T of Table 3 and aban-

Table 4
Investment Matrix Updated
Net Present Value (NPV)

Abandonment
Initial
Outlay
40,000
25,000
15,000
8,000

10,000
15,000

8,000
8,000

6.000

2

3

4

-1,157
-2,273

-1,533
-2,686
-455

-3,445
-4,790
-2,769
-2,545

20,000
25,000

10,000
15,000

8,000
8,000

6,000
0

1

2

3

4

12.50

7.92
.00

7.70
2.46
6.67

20,000

000

a

1

i

Cash flow

T

1
2
3
4
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Internal Rate of Return ORR)
Cash flow
Abandonment value
Initial
Outlay
40,000
25,000
15,000 11
8,000

1

a
T

1
2
3
4

4.95
-2.19
-4.70
-25.00

doning immediately if all the NPVs are less than
zero. If at least one NPV in the row is positive,
D -L would suggest abandoning in the period of
highest NPV. Based on the data in Table 3, the DL rule would prescribe abandonment in year 5.
In a reply to Dyl and Long, Robichek and Van
Horne take an iterative approach to project abandonment.' They suggest:
1. If PVr,n > AV,, continue to hold the project and evaluate it again at time T + 1,
based upon the expectations at that time,
where PV T ,n = present value at time T for
holding the project to time n.
2. If PV, ,n < AV,, compute PVT,, fo r a = n
— 1.
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3. If PVT ,n- 1 < AV,, continue procedure until either the decision to hold is reached or a
= T +1.
4. If PV,,, < AVT +1 _< a <_ n, then abandon
at time T.
Like th e D -L algo rit hm, Robich ek an d Van
Horne's (R -VH) decision rules can be related directly to Table 3. The R -VH algorithm begins
with NPV,r,n (column 7). If the element is negati ve, su cces si vel y co n s i d er NPVT,n — 1,
NPVT — 2, etc. until a positive element is locat,n
ed, then hold and reevaluate at time T + 1. If all
NP Vs on row T are n egat i ve ab an d o n
immediately.
If the original forecasts of cash flows and abandonment values remain constant over time, the
D -L and R -VH algorithms lead to the same abandonment decision. However, R -VH suggest. the DL procedures may be suboptimal under uncertainty. The R -VH algorithm incorporates uncertainty
by utilizing revised forecasts as successive reevaluations of the project are made.
The D -L and R -VH abandonment models make
the explicit assumption that the firm is not constrained by capital rationing. If tfiis assumption is
relaxed, the D -L and R -VH models may be inappropriate for project termination. With limited access to capital, project selection is not determined
by the ability of the asset to earn a return greater
than the cost of capital. Rather, the decision is determined by the ability of an asset to earn a return
in excess of the return of other investment opportunities the firm must forego due to limited funds.
Project selection thus depends upon available capital and the investment alternatives open to the
firm. Using Table 1, ABC would select project X
if its return were greater than those of other projects unavailable to the firm due to limited investment capital.
Under capital rationing, the reinvestment decision becomes more critical and difficult to make.
As new investment opportunities arise, abandonment of existing projects becomes one source of
available funds. Therefore, existing capital projects must continue to earn returns that exceed
those of potential investments. For making the reinvestment decision given limited capital, Table 3
is particularly useful. The reinvestment rates of
return given in rows 2 through n are compared to
expected returns of proposed projects. For example, the returns for reinvesting in project X at the
beginning of year 2 range from 4 0 % (IRR2,2 ) to a
low of 31.46% (IRR2,5) in year 5. Years 6 and 7
would not be considered because project X earns
less than the cost of capital during those years.
The average and marginal returns provide a profile of the project's profitability through time. If a
new investment provides average and marginal reMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1982

turns superior to project X, then abandonment of
project X may be warranted. If the return profile
of a new asset and project X are mixed the reinvestment decision becomes more complex. Analysis of incremental cash flows between the competing projects and considerations of postponing the
new project may aid in resolving the reinvestment
issue. Despite the potential complexity of the
abandonment option under capital rationing, the
data in Table 3 provides a starting point for analysis and provides much of the data needed for comparing decision alternatives.

ment alternatives to determine the feasibility of
asset abandonment.
Allocating Capital More Efficiently

This discussion of the investment and reinvestment decision has avoided many of the controversial issues in the capital budgeting literature. Other factors t o be consid ered in the investment
decision include the impact of taxes, inflation, and
multiple internal rates of return. However, these
factors have been suppressed to provide a more
straightforward analysis of the role abandonment
values play in the capital budgeting process.
Subsequent Analysis
The framework for incorporating abandonment
With the exception of the R-VH model, the dis- values provided by equation 1 and the resulting
cussion has assumed the forecasts of cash flow matrices enhance the asset selection and reinvestand abandonment values are invariant over time. ment decisions. First, the expected profitability of
For most projects, especially those over extended all abandonment options open to the firm is experiods, this assumption is unrealistic. Revised plicitly considered. The result is a more compreforecasts of cash flow and abandonment value hensive set of data for determining the desirability
may be needed periodically in response to unusual of a project as well as a measure of its potential
economic events such as a recession, changing riskiness. In particular, equation 1 aids in identifiproduct demand, etc. Timely revision and analysis cation of a project's maximum expected profitabilof forecasted data is needed when a project begins ity and the tentative point for abandonment; both
to d eterio rat e an d aban don ment value drops affect project selection and risk evaluation.
quickly.
Like any information system, the proposed
Analysis of revised data is facilitated by utiliz- framework is subject to cost - benefit consider ing equation 1. To demonstrate this, suppose ABC ations—i.e., the information provided must be
revised projected cash flows and abandonment worth more than its additional cost. The cost of
values of project X at the beginning of year 4. Up- the proposed framework appears to be minimal.
dated NPVs an d IR Rs were calculat ed u sing Most of the cash flow data is needed in the tradiequation 1 and are provided in Table 4. The re- tional approach so the incremental data required
vised cash flow and abandonment values are pro- is the successive abandonment values. The calcuvided on the columns and rows, respectively. The lations required in equation 1 are not as formidaNPVs and IRRs form the elements of a triangular ble as they may appear. For example, the calculamatrix and are interpreted as before.
tion s requ ired for pro ject X in Tab le 3 t ook
If ABC is not subject to capital rationing, D -L approximately one hour on a hand calculator. For
would suggest holding the asset in year 1 with multiple applications a computer program could
subsequent abandonment. R-VH would evaluate be developed quite easily. The benefits of the prosuccessively NPV,,,; NPV,.3 ; etc. and would indi- posed framework are somewhat user - specific. The
cate the desirability of holding the asset until the proposed framework includes factors relevant to
next evaluation in year 2. Table 4 is much simpler the capital budgeting decision but not considered
than the D -L and R-VH algorithms and provides by traditional models. The proposed framework,
a more comprehensive data set for making the therefore, has the potential for improving capital
abandonment decision. Analysis of the NPV and budgeting decisions and thereby allocating the
IRR matrices indicate project X earns a rate in firm's capital more efficiently.
excess of the cost of capital in year 1. Unlike the
'See for example Fred Weston and Eugene Brigham, Management Finance, Holt,
D -L and R-VH algorithms, Table 4 indicates proj- Rinehart and Winston, Inc., New York, 1972.
s When r . I, the (k + I — r) and (a + 1 — r) exponents in equation I discount
ect X deteriorates very rapidly in subsequent peri- the cash flows in period r through a and the abandonment value to period a to the
beginning of period r.
ods. Using the data in Table 4, ABC's manage- ' See for example James Van Home, Financial Management and Policy, PrenticeInc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1977.
ment may consider planning for abandonment of •Hall,
For a more extensive discussion see Stephen Buzby. "Extending the Applicability
of Probabilistic Management and Central Models," ,accounting Review, January
project X and monitoring the project during the 1974.
s Frederick Hiller, "The Derivative of Probabilistic Information for the Evaluation
holding period due to its sensitivity to further de- of Risk Investment," Management Science, April 1967.
' David Hertz, "Risk Analysis in Capital Investment," Harvard Business Review,
clines in cash flow and abandonment values. If Jaevary- February 1964.
' Edward Dyl end Hugh Long, "Abandonment Value and Capital Budgeting: ComABC is subject to capital rationing, IRR,,, would ment," Journal of Finance, March 1969.
' Alexander Robichek and James Van Home, "Abandonment Values and Capital
be compared with returns expected from invest- Budgeting: A Reply," Journal of Finance, March 1969.
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Revised
forecasts of
cash flow and
abandonment
value may be
needed
periodically.
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A Not - For - Profit Nightmare
23 A A
The compliance audit guides could be obtained
from the individual funding source or the agency
could refer to the consolidation published by the
Commerce Clearing House. This organization
bound into its large volumes all the guides published by the Community Services Administra=
tion; Health, Education & Welfare, (now Health
& Human Services); Housing and Urban Development; U.S. Department of Agriculture and others.
On August 18, 1980, this 15 -inch library was condensed to six pages in the Federal Register.This
publication along with the Office of Management
and Budget publication known as Attachment
"P" to A 102 now constitute a single approach to
reducing the inequities previously in existence.
But this change still does not provide for the recovery of indirect costs from all funding sources.
The only thing accomplished to date is a simplification of the audit process.
Another element that has come to light recently
is that many of the grants do not provide for termination costs and when the grant ends somebody
has to come up with dollars to prepare a final report, conduct the final audit, distribute the assets
that have been acquired and otherwise close the
books on the now defunct business.
This same lack of planning holds true in the

area of inventory. The federal government had a
requirement that an inventory record has to be
maintained on all items of $50 or more with a life
expectancy of one year or more. In some cases this
provision was interpreted to apply in the aggregate. In other words, if you bought five $10 chairs
you would have had to keep a record ofthose five
chairs until such time as the grant ended or you
were gi ven the au thority to dis pos e of th ose
chairs. Because these costs are not used for determining return on investment or depreciation this
accoun tin g b ecomes a memoran dum accou nt
which is an adjunct to the balance sheet and has
no true balance sheet significance.
The General Accounting Office has been conducting several surveys over the last five to six
years which have pointed out a myriad of weaknesses including lack of bank reconciliations, lack
of internal control, lack of purchasing procedures,
lack of inventory control, and lack of salary and
wage plans. In short, every sin ever listed in the
accounting books has been perpetrated by the social service agencies in their haste to win the "War
on Poverty." The war has been declared over by
fiat but poverty and the problems caused by ill conceived approaches to the accounting treatment
will linger with us for many years.
❑

A Correction to MIS Column
Because of a printing error, the section on computer -based systems in the MIS column for the
May 1982 issue should have read as follows:
Computer -Based Systems
Many CMA questions have dealt with information systems design, and the majority of these
have involved computer -based systems. Most of
the computer questions have not been simple.
Gen eral ly, a pers on woul d have h ad t o have
worked around computers for some time before
being successful on this type of question. Textbook learning would be insufficient. Although
most MIS questions have been of the essay type,
there have been a few multiple choice questions
asked over the years. Sometimes these have dealt
with computer terminology. A thorough know]-
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edge of computer terminology has also been necessary to answer many of the essay questions, as
has a knowledge of various types of equipment.
For example, the following question was one of
the easier ones on the June 1980 exam:
5. Petman Company is planning to acquire several dumb terminals to place in offices which are
remotely located from the computer. What additional devices will the company need to acquire in
order that the terminals may operate properly?
a. Keypunch machines for coding data.
b. Teletypes for transmitting data.
c. Cathode ray tubes (CRTs) to display data.
d. Modems to translate electronic impulses to
audio impulses and vice versa.
e. Floppy disk units for storage ofdata.
The correct answer is "d."
❑
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How to Conserve Energy
and Save Costs
In effect, an energy efficiency audit involves
good, old- fashioned common sense.

By Charles R. Wagner
Energy conservation may be achieved through the
use of effective audit and procurement methodologies. Let us look at two different audit techniques
and then value analysis as cost reduction methods.
The use of life cycle costing as a procurement
methodology also can minimize total costs over
the life of the item acquired as we will illustrate.
Energy Audits
An energy audit may be defined as any process
that identifies specific savings of energy measured
in terms of dollar expenditures and /or energy
units consumed . Neither the standards nor the
methodology for energy audits has been developed
fully as yet . Based o n th e ir d ifferen t o b jectives,
however, en ergy au d its can b e b ro k en d o w n in to
two m ajor ty p es —en ergy co m p lian ce au d its an d
energy utilizatio n ( o r co n se rvatio n ) au d its. Th e
form er is a th ird - party o r govern men tal review o f
operations an d p erfo rm an c e to asce rtain th e d egree of co m p lian ce with statu to ry p ro visio n s o f a
governm en t 's en ergy p ro gram . Th e en ergy utilization (or con servatio n ) au d it h as as its chief o b jective the id en tific atio n o f o p p o rtu n ities to redu ce
energy con su mp tio n . Th is latter en ergy au d it ty p e
may be su bd ivided fu rth er in to energy engineerin g
au d it s a n d en ergy efficien cy au d its. Alt h o u gh
both have sim ilar au dit ob jectives— th at is, m ax i0025 - 1690/82/6402- 0470 /$01.00/0

m izing or opt im izin g efficient use of energy (or,
conversely, minim izing energy waste) —the target
energy item or ar e a a n d the thrust of th e a ud it
technique m ay differ substantially . The essential
d ifference will rest in the degree of energy ( use)
ex pertise required.
The en ergy engine er ing au dit is s im ila r t o t he
va lu e a n aly sis o r va lu e e ngin e er in g t ec h niqu e.
Th is is a planned approach to a cost control schem a in which en ergy -use efficiency is a m ajor pa-
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rameter that must be examined rigorously during
the life cycle of a system. The cost -versus -efficien-
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cy spectrum includes the life -cycle phases of designing, developing, produ cing , testing , im plem e n t in g, op e r a t in g , an d su p p o rt in g sys tem s.
(Here we can define system as a product, a ware-
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house, a sales force, an office, a production line,
an automobile, a fleet of automobiles, or any item
or entity that is a collection of elements combined
to do a task or reach an objective.) As applied , an
energy engineering audit is an organized program
of technical analysis of the functions of systems,
products, specifications / standards, practices and
procedures, equipment , and supplies in order to
optimize energy -use efficiency at the lowest overall cost, consistent with requirements for performance, reliability, and m aintainability.
An energy efficiency audit is envisioned as one
th at requires just plain, old- fashioned, good com mon sense. Energy inefficiencies or waste can ocCopyright c1992 by the National Association of Accountants
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What is the
product? What
does it do?
What is its
value?

cur in many areas that do not require, for discovery purposes, the technical analysis of an energy
engineer. Examples include improper thermostat
settings; excessive heating, lighting, and ventilation; a leaky hot water faucet; electric appliances
or office machines left on when not in use; overflowing of a gas tank during filling; and maintenance of hot water holding tanks at excessive temperature levels. To make sure such an audit is
complete, you need to use a systematic approach.
A checklist should be developed for each major
energy -use system and it should be followed at
each regularly scheduled energy efficiency audit.
The findings are then used as the basis for holding
training programs and /or revising operating procedures in a further attempt to reduce energy
waste.
Value Analysis
Value analysis represents a set of scientific
methods for relating product worth to product
cost and was originated by Lawrence D. Miles at
General Electric in about 1949. Over the following decade, value analysis was slowly accepted
and expanded in the corporate arena as the word
got around and the beneficial results became more
visible. In the late 1950s and early 1960s, the Department of Defense became interested in the
technique but chose to emphasize its value engineering aspects and to call it by that name.
Value analysis and value engineering are terms
that are often used interchangeably. Value analysis was originally applied to purchasing operations
but has been expanded to cut across all functional
lines. Sophisticated application of the techniques
requires a team with diverse skills and knowledge:
design engineering, systems engineering, industrial engineering, cost estimating, manufacturing,
marketing, purchasing, operations research, economics, and, at times, other areas. Not all disciplines, however, need be represented on such a
team at all times.
Value analysis also works through the application of common sense, observation, investigation,
and imagination. You can apply it at any point in
the production cycle —during the feasibility study,
at the design stage, in the production process, or
even on the finished product —but you will get the
greatest benefits if you use it from the beginning
of the process. Starting with the product concept,
you can investigate the prospective use of labor,
materials, and energy and overhead, and then
continue through the manufacturing process to
assembly, packaging, and final distribution.
Step by step, examine each part and process
used in making the product you are analyzing. At
each step, ask such questions as: What is this
product? What does it do? What is its value?
What does it cost? What is it worth? What else
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will do the job; for how much? Can any functions
be modified, simplified, combined, or eliminated?
Value analysis is a management tool that aims
to reduce costs through a systematic approach.
Cost reduction, to be effective, must be continuous rather than sporadic. Value analysis can be
applied to energy consumption primarily through
comparisons of alternative forms of energy utilization. An important question would be whether
this form (or item or instrument) of energy utilization consumes more or less than others and still
does the job required.
In the creation of any given product or system,
the value engineering concept will play an important role in management's effort to balance the
factors of time, cost, and efficiency in meeting the
requirements for the assigned project. The value
engineering team must weigh each of the many
workable approaches in terms of time, cost, and
effectiveness. Solutions to the lengthy stream of
problems in the translation of requirements into
an efficient product or system must be derived
through professional, analytical approaches. If all
the team members maintain a cost consciousness
and continually strive to increase the ratio of
worth to cost for each element of the product or
system, the development group will have served as
an effective value engineering unit and will have
fulfilled value engineering objectives.
As d efin ed b y t he Dep artment o f Defens e
(DOD) and the United States Air Force (USAF),
value engineering is a management discipline.
However, value engineering fell into some disrepute in military management circles during the
late 1960s and early 1970s. It was viewed less as a
cost reduction methodology than as a reporting
element for (often exaggerated) claims of savings.
The value analysis /value engineering approaches cited earlier have been overhauled to provide
better administration and ease of application. The
General Services Administration established a
Value Management Council, under which the
Federal Supply Service initiated a value analysis
study in July 1973 to determine if life cycle costing would be a viable procurement technique. It
was found to be viable and was implemented in
February 1974 within the organizational and decision- making process known as the value management program.
Opportunity Cost of Energy
Traditional methods of accounting for energy
use have generally provided an amount or cost in
dollars to reflect consumption. Such dollars are
really surrogates for the engineer's measurement
of BTUs (British thermal units). BTUs are used in
making a product; BTUs are used in the distribution function for that product. It is a fair assumption that energy can be transformed into whatever
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1982

form is necessary for manufacture and use of any
physical item . Therefore , any energy so urce
should be able to provide equivalent BTUs.
With the availability of BTUs, the decision
maker has the opportunity to select one energy
source from among several and the opportunity to
use those BTUs in one of several alternative ways.
Thus, there is an opportunity cost or penalty in
selecting a more expensive energy source just as
there are opportunities lost when one use alternative is selected and all others discarded.
BTU wastage can occur and thus impose a cost.
However, sometimes the effort to reduce wasted
BTUs results in greater care being exercised and
greater costs being incurred elsewhere, giving the
user an unfavorable efficiency variance.
Perhaps the dollar surrogates mentioned above
need to be replaced with a more refined costing
mechanism. It would be useful to know the BTUs
available from alternate energy sources; to know
the BTUs used in production ; and to know the
BTUs used in consumption. It may well be that
initially engineered or rated- capacity measure-

ments would have to be developed for an array of
selected items that provide or use BTUs. Pricing,
and accounting for such costs, would have to be
based on each BTU.
Life -Cycle Costing for Energy
In addition to the more or less formal audit approaches, a pre -audit technique that has a similar
energy -use optimization objective is available.
This technique, life -cycle costing (LCC) methodology, was developed by the U.S. Department of
Defense beginning in 1963. Essentially LCC is defined by the Federal Supply Service " as a procurement technique which considers operating, maintenance, and other costs of ownership, as well as
acquisition price, in the award of contracts. The
objective of applying the LCC technique is to insure that the item acquired will result in the lowest total ownership cost during the time the item's
function is required ." For energy, this translates
into the lowest total energy cost at optimum energy usage efficiency.
As Ivan J . Tether pointed out in the September

Table 1
Comparative Dollar Costs —Three Brands
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1976 issue of the Energy Conservation Project Report, the ever - increasing role energy expenditures
play as a part of operating costs makes the significant energy conservation potential in utilizing the
LCC methodology more important:
The object of LCC ... is to make agencies
aware of the comparative costs of acquiring,
possessing, using, and disposing of a particular type of item. LCC requires that contracts
be awarded to the bid that represents the
lowest total cost of ownership.
To apply LCC, a purchasing agency should:
1. Identify every cost that the ... (entity)
will incur as a result of owning the item
(including acquisition costs and the cost
of administering LCC analysis).
2. Determine the useful life of the item.
3. Estimate the salvage value of the item.
4. Discount all costs and the salvage value
to present value.
A simplified illustration of the Tether approach

to LCC is presented. This example assumes salvage value as being zero and eliminates step 4, discounting to present value. Let us suppose that we
are in the market for a given item for which information is available about three alternative choices,
as in Table 1. If we compute average annual costs,
Able costs $620 per year; Baker, $480; and Coco,
$420. On that basis, brand Coco is the best buy.
If we use energy units ( KWH, cubic foot, BTU,
gallon , ton, or other energy units ) consumed instead of dollars, we can show the information
about the three choices as in Table 2. Then if we
compute average annual energy units consumed,
Able consumes 825 units per year; Baker, 582;
and, Coco, 488. On that basis, brand Coco is the
best buy.
This example is an oversimplification of the basic principles and methodology of life-cycle costing but it does demonstrate clearly the potential
usefulness of such a decision model to an energy
co ns ervat i on p rogram . Oth er , more widely known , decision models, such as the payback
method , the unadjusted return -on- investment

Table 2
Comparative Energy Consumption —Three Brands
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method, the time - adjusted return (or internal rate
of return) method, or the net present value method may be adapted to capital budget procurements that emphasize energy conservation opportunities in the determination of cash flows.
Information on energy u nits consumed (or
saved) may not be readily available for the applicable cost categories. If that is the case, reliable
estimates have to be used. It is possible that engineering or rated - capacity measurements could be
developed to provide "standard" energy unit consumption for an array of selected items. The latter
process, if it were reliable, would reduce the need
for paperwork.
BASIC CONCEPTS OF LIFE -CYCLE COST (LCC)
The life cycle of an item begins when the idea
for its use is born. Subsequently, other phases of
the item's life cycle could be identified under the
headings of feasibility studies, research and development, production, and utilization, followed by
the ultimate disposal of the last such item. Others
have likened these phases to the stages of development of the human being from birth to death.
Within any given organization, however, an item's
actual life cycle may consist of only one phase, all
such phases, or some number of phases in between. In any case, any item that reaches the utilization phase will have been transferred to the user
organization at some cost amount.
The LCC of an item, in theory, is the total cost
incurred during feasibility studies, research and
development, production, utilization, and disposal
of that item. The total cost of ownership of an
item for any given user organization consists of
that portion of the LCC transferred to the using
activity plus that portion incurred directly in the
utilization and disposal phases. Note that all costs
incurred prior to the utilization phase are usually
included in the determination of the-selling price
established for the item leaving the production
phase. Thus, the end user, in effect, incurs some
portion of costs from all life -cycle phases.
LIFE -CYCLE COST (LCC) MODEL
The LCC model is ordinarily used as a means
of evaluating the acquisition decision related to
the procurement transaction. For any specific
item of equipment or material or other procurement, a wide range of parameters can be used to
define the LCC model. Because the nature of the
items procured can be diverse, the parameters included in the model may also be diverse and cover
such elements as manpower (or labor), management, documentation, energy consumption, maintenance and repair, and packing and shipping
costs as well as salvage value.
Not all of these elements may be relevant in a
specific procurement. In some cases a lack of data
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or a lack of estimation and verification techniques
will limit the number of elements to be included in
the evaluation of any given procurement. However, experience has shown that it is generally preferable to include all feasible parameters (and cost
elements) rather than to exclude all just because
the available information is less than complete
and less than perfect.
The LCC model can be expressed as a summary
cost equation in which three terms are used to
identify the three major parameters or cost categories. We may describe the LCC model in conceptual form as life -cycle cost (LCC) equals acquisition costs (A) plus initial logistics costs (I) plus
recurring costs (R). The LCC model (LCC =
A + I + R) parameters or cost categories are:
Acquisition Costs (A): The total of the selling
prices for the items of equipment, material, data,
and services being procured in preparation for the
utilization phase.
Initial Logistics Costs (I): The one -time logistics
costs that can be identified as associated with getting the procured item into location and condition
for the utilization phase. This could include parts
or assemblies for the item itself or for modification or acquisition of sites or support equipment.
Recurring Costs (R):The costs incurred by the
user organization in connection with the operational utilization of the item being procured. This
could include corrective and preventive maintenance, repairs and replacement parts, cost of carrying and managing inventory, energy consumption, labor cost, and any other operating costs
relevant to the item being procured.

To be effective,
cost reduction
must be
continuous
rather than
sporadic.

For each of the above parameters or cost categories, there are cost equations for the various
cost elements that may be relevant, depending on
the item being procured. Again, there is a great
deal of flexibility in expressing the cost equations
that combine the cost elements because these
change as the nature of the items being procured
changes.
Whenever the costs included in the LCC model
occur over a period of time, the costs must be discounted so as to be expressed in terms of a common base —for example, present value. The present value concept is based on the theory relating
to payment of interest (or return on investment)
for the use of money. To put the cost flow of dollars on a comparable basis and at the same time
evaluate the proposed procurement in terms of
minimum expected return on investment, you
must discount all LCC cost parameters at a rate
that is equal to the cost of capital. The cost of capital (or other appropriate discount) rate to be used
is subject to change from one date to another for
both theoretical and practical reasons.
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The life cycle
of an item
begins when
the idea for its
use is born.

The chief objective of the LCC approach is to
obtain the best performance for the lowest total
cost of ownership for the user organization over
the life cycle of the item being procured. Thus, the
new and changed functions in procurement methodology are oriented toward identifying and measuring the parameters in the LCC model in terms
of performance elements. These performance elements then become significant in selecting the
method of evaluation in the procurement process
that permits the lowest total cost of ownership to
be achieved. Figure 1 shows some possible alternatives for evaluating LCC and performance.
LIFE -CYCLE COST TEAM
The development of a good LCC methodology
will require, as a minimum, a combination of pro-

curement, engineering, cost analyses, and market

research inputs. This multi - discipline requirement
is best satisfied by using a small team of experts
capable of providing these various inputs. A typical LCC team is composed of four members. They
represent the procurement, standardization, quality control, and user departments. Their duties are:
Procurement: This member is the purchasing
officer and serves as team leader. Working with
other team members, he develops the necessary
LCC clauses, integrates them into the purchase
instrument, and awards /administers the procurement transaction(s).
Standardization: This member provides the performance specifications and establishes cost parameters used as a basis for the LCC analysis.
Quality Control: This member is responsible for
establishing the evaluation and test procedures

Figure 1
Some Possible Alternatives for Evaluating LCC and Performance
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Figure 2
Outflows /Inflows of Cash —Two Vendor Proposals
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used in evaluating an item's performance.
User Research: This member determines the
user demand for an item and designs the information system for providing feedback from the using
department.
The interdisciplinary composition of the team is
an essential feature of the LCC program.
THE LCC MODEL AT WORK
Life -cycle costing is a procurement strategy
having the twin objectives of controlling and minimizing (or, sometimes, optimizing) an entity's total ownership cost for any given item to be procured . In order to illustrate the LCC model and
the use of present -value techniques in evaluating
the three major cost parameters described above,
let us assume that the relevant cost items have
been identified and reliable estimates have been
made. Let us further assume that two competing
vendors also have been identified and that similar
cost data are available for both vendors as shown
in Table 3.
If both vendors A and B can meet the required
specifications established for the item to be procured , the next step is to determine the cash flow
of costs over the expected service life for that
item. Let us assume that the expected service life
is three years, with scrap value estimated to result
in a recovery of $10,000 and $20,000 respectively,
for vendor A's and vendor B's items at the end of
the expected service life.
In the interest of facilitating calculation let us
also assume that all acquisition and initial logistics costs are incurred at the beginning of the first
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year (or time zero), while all recurring costs are
incurred at the end of each year of service life.
The actual cash flow may have a different timing,
but in all cases assumptions concerning the time
of occurrence must be established to use currently
published present value tables effectively. (See Table 4.)
Let us also assume that 20% is determined to
be the appropriate cost of capital (or discount factor), and that we can ignore the effects of inflation
and any income tax impact . Thus, the outflows
and inflows of cash representing costs and recoveries under each of the vendors' proposals may be
portrayed as shown in Figure 2.
Vendor B's proposal should be accepted because it provides the lowest net present value calculated at a 20% cost of capital rate for the LCC
co s t p arameters . Even t ho u gh th e ab so l u t e
amounts show a life cycle total ownership cost of
$5,000 more for the vendor B proposal , the savings based on discounted values is estimated to be
$4,192 in this illustration . In effect, $883,538 is
needed to finance acquisition of vendor B's proposal , wh i l e ven d o r A's p ro p o s al re q u i res
$887,730 at time zero under the 20% cost of capital rate.
Such a detailed procurement estimation and
evaluation procedure provides the opportunity to
achieve the twin objectives of controlling and minimizing the entity' s total ownership cost for any
given item to be procured. The cost estimates derived during the procurement evaluation process
provide guidelines, if not standards, for later comparison with actual costs as they are incurred and
in total.
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Ex p erim en tal Tech n o lo gy In ce ntives Program
Th e E x p er im en tal Tech n o lo gy Inc entives Pro-

gram ( ETIP) operates under the National Bureau
of Standards. Within this program, a major effort
is directed toward efficiency in government procurements . In pu rs ui ng t hi s o bj ecti ve, ETIP
works with other government agencies to develop,
test, and evaluate methods of procurement that
will stimulate innovation in the marketplace.
ETIP is a proponent of performance purchasing, which may be described as consisting of those
procurement methods that are based on total performance or value rather than on initial purchase
price. Among these methods ETIP includes value
engineering and life -cycle costing.
Although a number of federal agencies have
worked with ETIP , the experience of the Federal
Supply Service and the Department of Defense is
relevant here . Both agencies have been participants in life -cycle cost procurements conducted as
experiments under ETIP auspices. LCC was used
to determine if a reduction in energy consumption
could be achieved through performance specifications. Brief details of results of four of these experiments are presented below:
Window Air Conditioner:

Contract award (s� —$6,513,000 estimated
Averaged 21% reduction in energy consumption over units purchased previous year
Estimated savings—�$400,000 over 7 -year life
Water Heater (for homes):
Contract award ( s)— $817,000
Averaged 11% reduction in energy consumption over units on low bid approach
Estimated savings — $326,000 over 10 -year life
Gas Range (for homes):
Contract award (s�)—$4,533,000 estimated
Averaged 7% reduction in energy consum ption
over units on low bid approach
Estim ated savings —�$619,000 over 12 -year life

Electric Range ( for homes):
Contract award (s� —$727,000 estimated
Averaged 7% reduction in energy consum ption
over units on low bid approach
Estimated savings — $12,000 over 12 -year life

Water heaters , for example, were chosen by
ETIP to be tested in their procurement experiments because:
1. They are significant end users of energy.
2. Improved energy efficiency is feasible in water
heaters.
3. Water heater energy costs are significant.

Table 3
Cost Data for Two Vendors
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Energy Conservation Can Lead to Savings
LCC may well be on the road to maturity as far
as its development and use are concerned. Although there still seems to be a need for expansion
of use and research with regard to LCC, it seems
most appropriate for responsible management to
appoint LCC teams to utilize LCC for those procurement items already tested through the ETIP
and FSS programs; to incorporate energy efficiency or energy conservation considerations in retrofitting or new construction of building facilities; to
participate in research programs and information
interchanges; to establish an ongoing training program for LCC methodology; and to expand the
use of LCC to new procurement items as experience and knowledge in their own units and else-
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Table 4
Applying Discount Factor to Cash Flows

+

Vendor
A
I costs (initial outlay)
R costs, end of year 1
R costs, end of year 2
R costs, end of year 3
Scrap recovery, end of year 3

Totals
Vendor
A
I costs (initial outlay)
R costs, and of year 1
R costs, end of year 2
R costs, end of year 3
Scrap recovery, end of year 3
+

4. Water heaters require little maintenance, and
therefore maintenance need not be included in
the life -cycle cost formula.
5. Life -cycle costing evaluation that uses only acquisition and operating costs is especially appropriate for water heaters.
Other LCC test items have included frostless
refrigerators and high -speed printer ribbons, but
details similar to those given above are not available. In addition, the ETIP effort included work
with a life -cycle costing model for the planning
and acquisition of space. This model takes into account such building parameters as net and gross
square feet, building style, siting, environmental
factors, HVAC (heating - ventilation -air conditioning), and water and electrical systems.

Totals

Cash
(inflow)
outflow

Discount
factor'
at
20% rate

Present
value
at
time 0

$230,000
315,000
315,000
315,000
(10,000)

1.0000
.8333
.6944
.5787
.5787

$230,000
262,490
218,736
182,291
(5,787)

$1,165.000

$200,000
330,000
330,000
330,000
(20,000)

$887,730

1.0000
.8333
.6944
.5787
.5787

$1,170,000

$200,000
274,989
229,152
190,971
(11,574)
$883,538

' From table of present value of $1.

where is gained.
Most businesses have the resources to apply
both audit and life -cycle costing methodologies to
a review of their energy -use patterns because these
techniques have been applied successfully to other
areas of business operations. Given these tools, energy consideration becomes a realistic objective
and offers the possibility of major savings without
any deterioration in standards of living.
❑
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Managing Information
Through Banks
"W e get a phone call every morning that gives us
one number —our net position."

By Stephen G. Worthley and Christopher Skaar, A

y

Stephen G. Worthley is
corporate cash
manager of the
Consolidated Foods
Corporation. He has
an MBA degree from
the University of
Dayton.
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Information is the primary commodity needed by
corporate decision makers in their attempts to
deal with productivity, inflation, interest rates,
workforce and other pressing problems. For example, if modernization of a physical plant is the
solution to low productivity, information is needed about the cost/benefit ratio of such an undertaking. To determine that ratio, corporate planners need timely data and accurate forecasts. The
technology exists to provide corporate decision
makers with a p lethora of info rmation . That,
however, solves only half the problem. Someone
still has to cull the pertinent facts from the available pool and deliver them in a timely, significant
format.
This urgent need to know has given rise to one
of the nation's most rapidly growing industries:
providing informat ion prod ucts. Information
products are systems designed to funnel timely,
accurate information to management. When the
marketplace could not fill their need to know,
many companies looked inward to examine systems within their own infrastructures. Since financial data and cash forecasts are essential to the
corporate planning and decision - making process,
the corporation's cash management systems became a natural focal point. Much of the information needed by corporate planners to make timely,
0025-1690/82/6402-0001/$01.00/0

intelligent business decisions was already captured
somewhere in their cash management system. It
made sense to optimize use of those systems by
automating treasury management.
As a result, the cash management industry has
entered a growth cycle. It is expanding quickly
into a more broadly based service products industry, specializing in the timely delivery of a whole
array of information. During the 1960s and 1970s,
the rise of short -term interest rates spawned intense interest in actively managing all cash resources. During this period, the cash flow side of
treasury management blossomed into a fairly mature discipline. The cash flow mechanisms that
exist today —wire transfers, lock boxes, concentration and disbursement products —are very sophisticated methods used to move money, and they
are constantly being refined and improved.
Banks today are the primary purveyors of sophisticated cash management services. As such,
they are the logical source of information products for the control side of financial management.
In the past, certain operational difficulties have
inhibited banks from applying the same type of
sophisticated techniques used by treasury staffs to
the accounting side of business, but the picture
has begun to change.
During the next few years, the gap between
banks' transactional systems and corporations' financial structures will narrow significantly. The
Copyright c 1982 by the National Association of Accountants

result will be an in creased u se o f b an k d ata by th e
financial dep artmen ts o f corp o ratio n s. Cash m an agem ent rap id ly is b eco ming a m eld in g o r in tegration of the treasu ry an d acco u n tin g fun ctio ns, resulting in a n ew e ra o f in f o rm at io n d eliv ery . A
working examp le of such an in fo rmation sy stem is
called the Treasu ry Acco u n tin g Sy stem (TAS).
Equating Cash Flo w an d In fo rm atio n Flo w
The idea fo r th e sy stem cam e fro m Co n solid ated Foods Co rp ., an organ izatio n with 5 0 t o 6 0
separate op eratin g co m p an ies. In th e mid - seven ties, the sh o rtco m in gs of its cum b erso m e m an u al
system becam e ob viou s. High interest rates an d
th e ne e d fo r a b et ter in fo rm at io n flo w m a d e
cha nge im p e ra tiv e. M a r k McCa rville, assistan t
treasurer o f Con so lid ated Fo od s, rem em b ers "that
interest was calcu lated by han d, n o tes were ex changed, all kin d s of m anu al en tries an d accou n ting were u sed . We t h o u g h t t h a t th er e h a d to b e
som e way we co u ld in co rp o rate th e actu al m o vement of cash with in th e b an kin g sy stem with o u r
accounting reco rd keep in g."
Under th e d irection o f co rp o rate vice p resid en t
an d treasu rer, William T. Wh it e, Jr., Co n so lid ated Foods form ed a task force to set d o wn specific
param eters regard in g its ex p ectatio ns for an auto mated system. In ad dition to the treasurer an d assistant treasu rer, th e com m ittee inclu d ed Step h en
G. Worthle y , co rp o r ate cash m an ager, an d Rich ard G. Rad em ach er, co rp o rate vice p resid en t an d
co ntr oller . Th e re we re t wo m a jo r g o als: to a u to mate reco rd keepin g an d in fo rm atio n flo w an d to
stream line t h e cu rren t cash m an agem en t sy stem .
The group started with the premise that th e m ovem ent of cash itself is th e m o v em en t o f in fo rm ation. Becau se all th e in fo rm atio n th e co rp o ratio n
need ed was alr ead y b e in g ca p tu r ed fo r it b y th e
banking system, th e o rigin al d esign sp ecified th at
the system b e totally b ank d riven . In o ther wo rd s,
the m ech an ism a ctu a lly needed to b e p ar t o f a
bank data p rocessin g sy stem .
The oth er m ajo r stipu latio n was to d esign an in te rf a ce of th e c o r p o r a tio n ' s cash flow an d accounting sy stem s. Th is led to th e d evelo pm en t o f
the concep t o f an au to m ated in terco m p an y n o te.
The theory was th at as transactio n s cam e th ro u gh
the bank for th e accou nt of on e o f th e d ivision s o r
subsidiaries, it wo u ld cause an entry in to th e Con solidated Fo o d s in terco m p an y acco u n t an d th u s
autom atically keep track o f cash in flo ws and o u tflows. At th e e n d o f t h e m o n th , each op eratin g
com pany wo u ld receive it s n o te b alan ce an d reconcile back to it. Th is wo uld p ut th e accou nting in
sync with th e cash system ; th e com p an y wou ld always know th at th e d ata reco rd ed in th e b an kin g
system was the same as the figu res on th e fin an cial
accountin g state m en ts. Th e au to m ated in terco m pany note wo u ld b e a tra ckin g sy stem fo r in t erMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1982

co m pany balances that would stream line day -today accounting activities considerably.
The com pany wanted to go to an autom ated acco unting system to m ake sure that nothing it was
do ing m anually got lost in the system and to pinp o int specific areas in which it could im prove its
procedures. Because its reconciliation process was
so com plex and tim e consum ing, im provem ent in
th is area was of p rim ar y in teres t. A lso, the task
fo rce wanted a system that would track the actual
flo ws of each corporate entity against planned or
projected cash flows. Therefore, the system needed to in c lu d e d a t a s t o r a ge a n d f o r e c a s t in g
capability.
The ta sk for ce als o m app ed out specific ideas
fo r t ailo ring the corpo ration's cash managem ent
sy stem . The need s of the various operating com panies were quite diverse, so Consolidated Foods
Co r p . wa n te d an a d m in is t r a t ive sy st em th at
wo uld allow each company to im plem ent an individual c ash m an agem ent system , whereby if one
co m pany wanted to use wire transfer and another
a d rafing system , they could.

e.�
Christopher Skaar, Jr.,
is vice president of
The First National
Bank of Chicago. He
has attended graduate
business courses at
the University of
Chicago.

Designing the System
After determ ining goals and expectations, Conso lidated Foods approached 10 to 15 major banks
an d so m e pr ivate vend or s t o d es ign a nd ru n t he
system. Th e majority responded eit he r th at the
sy stem was im possible to design or that it was too
un usual and did not have a broad enough application. In actu alit y, t he s yste m ca n m a ke a dif feren ce to com panies with as few as 10 locations.
Mr . McCarville noted that the F irst National
Bank of Chicago was the only financial institution
that liked the c onc ept an d wan ted to w ork with
Co nsolidated Foods to develop a prem ier treasury
m ana gem ent inform ation system . Ot h e r b a n ks
sim ply wa nt ed to ad apt tu rnkey sy ste m s th at at
b es t w ou ld have res ult ed in a fo rce fit. Th e t wo
organizations eventually formed a joint venture
partnership and began the developm ental stage. It
to ok approxim ately eight m onths —from October
1976 unt il J uly 1977 —to design and implement
the system.
According to Mr . McCarville, from the s tart
th ere were few prob lem s . The Firs t im m edia tely
fo r m ed a pr oje ct team , sim ila r to Consolidated
Fo ods Corporation 's task force. F or the first two
months, the two task forces met weekly to give
an d gather input. Both groups agreed that the ultim ate success of the system would dep end to a
large m easure on its acceptance by the operating
co mpanies. They had to be convinced that the system w as n ot b eing im p lem en ted to s erve as "big
b rother" but instead would offer the com panies
som e definite benefits.
To this end, First Chicago conducted a series of
in formation and education program s for key oper53

ating company personnel. It had been the bank's
experience that individual subsidiaries are much
more concerned with how a new system will affect
their operations than with what accrued benefits it
will bring the parent company. The programs,
therefore, concentrated on the benefits to be enjoyed by the operating companies and served as a
forum for gathering information about each company's specific needs and operations.
The first business system design of TAS was
submitted by First Chicago in January 1977. It
was accepted with only three additions. Basically,
it set forth a plan for what Consolidated Foods
Corporation wanted: a streamlined cash management system coupled with automated accounting
and information flow.
Using the System
Essentially, TAS positions Consolidated Foods
as the concentration bank for its operating companies. The parent company's executive office maintains deposit information for its "depositors,"

makes loans to operating units, and invests or borrows, depending on its cash requirements. This
"bank" approach allows operating companies relative cash management autonomy while at the
same time assuring efficient use of corporate cash.
In order for the system to work, each operating
company needs a zero balance account (ZBA) at
the First National Bank of Chicago. Essentially,
this series of accounts functions as one, known as
the concentration account. The transactions of
each company flow through its individual account, which is continually "zeroed out" into the
parent account. Figure 1 shows a flow diagram of
the operating system.
As illustrated, the system accepts data from two
sources: the operating system at the bank and the
Consolidated Foods Corp. headquarters. The input data are processed (that is, validated and formatted) by the system and stored on a main internal file. The main file is accessed daily, weekly,
and periodically to generate the primary activity
and balance reports. It is also accessed to:

Figure 1
Treasury Account System (TAS)
&
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Table 1
Daily Bank Balance and Activity Report
Company
Group name

Co. name
Acct. title
Acct. title

Co. total
name
Acct. title
Group total
Corp. headquarters
XYZ Corp.
Main acct.

Account
0

XX -12345
XX -12346

Available
balance

Book
balance

700,000
0
700,000

1-day
float

600,000
75,000
0
0
ZBA netting transfer of
600,000
75,000

2-day
float

Total
credits

Total
debits_

25,000
0

25,000
100,000

25,000

100,000
75,000
25,000
175.000

125,000

Co.

XYZ Corp.

XX -12347

150,000
850.000

75,000
675,000

50,000
125,000

25,000
50,000

150,000
325,000

300,000
425,000

XX -12348

1,300,000
2,150,000

1,250,000
1,925,000

50,000
175,000

0
50,000

100,000
425,000
25,000

0
425,000
-0-

ZBA total

1. Compute the interest credit or charge due to an
operating company based on the average daily
collected balance for the company during a
specific period.
2. Generate paperless debits and credits to facilitate the internal cash transfers of the end -ofperiod book balances from the subsidiary accounts to the corporate account, as well as
charges between the subsidiary and corporate
accounts for interest, insurance, tax, and other
items.
3. Retrieve and store historical data to be used in
future phases of the Treasury Accounting System for cash flow forecasting.

centration account to each ZBA is accumulated daily.
INFORM A T ION TRA NSFE R

I. Each morning, the bank notifies Consolidated
Foods of the opening available balance position
of its concentration account.
2. Each day the bank transmits the previous day's
credit and debit information by ZBA account
to the corporate treasury office_ This credit/
debit information is used by Consolidated
Foods and the bank to maintain a running total
of the funding contribution /loan position of
each operating company.

CONCE NT RA T ION AND CRE DIT INFORM A TION

REP ORTS

Here is a brief description of how the system
operates in three major areas:
1. The deposit information phoned by operating
companies to a third -party deposit reporting
firm is transmitted to the Bank.
2. Using a minicomputer and a high -speed printer, the bank prints depository transfer checks
(DTCs) in a single step.
3. A minicomputer accumulates deposit credit information by account by associating each local
unit with the proper zero balance account
(ZBA) at the bank.
4. The bank deposits all DTCs into Consolidated
Foods' concentration account. It is not necessary to deposit DTCs into the ZBAs because
the computer has already accumulated the deposit credit information by account.

A series of daily, weekly, and periodical reports
identifies cash relationships between subsidiaries
and the parent company and constitute the backbone of the information system. The information
necessary to make immediate investment, borrowing, and long -range business decisions is automatically generated for management in these reports.
The concept of the intercompany note became
the linchpin for the whole system. In the past, an
officer of an operating company would request
funds from the corporate office, and the corporate
office would make a decision and initiate a transaction. Now, with TAS, each operating company
moves mon ey i nto o r ou t of its acco unt. The
transaction is then automatically reported to the
corporate office via the intercompany note, usually on the next day. Each company has an established credit limit. The corporate office monitors
outflows to ensure compliance with these limits.
The first report that helps in the monitoring
process is the Daily Bank Balance and Activity
Report (see Table 1). It shows company- by -company cash performance and affords the flexibility
to pull subtotals by division. It also gives the par-

DISB URS EM ENT

1. The checks clearing against any company's
ZBA are funded by the concentration account
to maintain the zero balance position of each
account.
2. Information about the transfers from the conMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1982

We started
with the
premise that
the movement
of cash itself is
the movement
of information.
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The system is a
cash flow
forecasting
tool, cash
transfer tool,
and net
allocation tool

ent company an overall total on a daily basis.
Another daily output, the Daily Memo Balance
(Table 2) is a listing of flows and balances in the
intercompany notes receivable ledger for a single
business day at the individual company account
level. This report is used by the executive office to
monitor cash utilization on a daily basis, with
large movements getting closer scrutiny. As can
be seen by the report headings, this report starts
to summarize balances. It picks up the total debits
and credits from the first report and lists them instead as total inflows and outflows. It pinpoints
net borrowers and net contributors to the parent
cash pool and also shows period -to -date running
balances in columns 3 and 7.
The Net Cash Flow Report complements this
information by showing the company-by-company cash position as measured by either positive or
negative cash transfers. It lists the flows of the intercompany notes receivable ledger for each business day of the week, and the total flows for the
week, for the period to date, and for the fiscal year
to date at the individual account level. This report
is used by the parent company to highlight trends
in the movement of cash. Together, these three reports permit detailed tracking of cash and thus allow the parent company to accurately anticipate
cash needs.
"Each of our companies begins each month
with a zero balance," according to Mr. McCarville. "Since their transactions are tracked daily,
each company's balance is considered in the whole
corporate picture. This netting capability allows
the system to take `stand -alone' checking accounts
and add them together, treating them as one. If
the daily net of all our company accounts is $5
million positive, then we've got that sum to invest.
If the net position is $5 million negative, we have
to balance our net position. In essence, it is a form
of forecasting."
Another report, The Weekly Budget Variance

Report allows the parent corporation to track
each company's actual cash flow performance
against the original plan. It accommodates an
original and a revised cash flow forecast and displays dollar and percentage variances. This has
become a valuable tool for corporate planning.
Mr. McCarville says, "Because our cash flow
recording ties into our accounting system, this report helps us go beyond simple listings of cash
flow variances. We can now pinpoint variances
immediately and determine their causes. For example, if XYZ Company is generating more or
less cash than anticipated, we can report why. We
know that during a year XYZ has planned to generate a certain level of cash flow. If, in fact; the
co mpan y gen erates si gn ifi can t ly more th an
planned, we can determine that this is a result of
increased sales or reduced inventories. Conversely, if cash flow is below plan, analysis might show
that increased receivables is responsible. So we
track not only the actual amounts in the cash system, but also the source of the cash within a time
period."
After the weekly reports come several periodical reports. The Periodical Allocation Report contains a listing of the individual paperless debits
and credits generated at the end of a period to
compensate for charges /credits between the operating company accounts and the corporate accounts. These include insurance, tax, interest, and
other items and transactions necessary to zero out
the book balance of the operating company accounts. This report gives a detailed description of
each specific payment. It is used as a source document for the Consolidated Foods general ledger.
Th e Peri od C as h Fl ow R ep ort is s impl y a
monthly recap that lists the flows and balances for
each business day for each individual account.
The Period Reconciliation Report (Table 3) lists
end -of -period transfers and expense allocations,
processed as paperless credits and debits. It also

Table 2
Daily Memo Balance Report (Book Amounts)
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XX -12345
XX -12346

XX -12347

XX -12348

Intercompany
note begin.
balance

Total
inf low

Total
outflow

1,000,000
0
1,000,000

100,000
75,000
175,000

500,000500,000

975,000
1,475,000

Net
flow

Intercompany
note end.
_balance

25,000
100,000
125,000

75,000
25,00050,000

1.075,000
25,000 1.050,000

150,000
325,000

300,000
425,000

150,000100,000-

650,000 400,000

100,000
425,000

0
425,000

100,000
0

$

Company
Group name
Co. name
Acct. title
Acct. title
Co. total
Co. name
Acct. title
Group total
Corp. headquarters
XYZ Corp.
Main acct.
XYZ Corp.

Account
M

1,075,000
1,475,000
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reports the average available balance in the intercompany note receivable account and the cumulative transfers between parent and subsidipiry,
which is the adjustment between the intercompany notes receivable account and the demand deposit account. Essentially, this report reconciles
the individual ZBAs to the concentration account.
This report is given to each company as a summary o f t h e p e ri o d 's cas h fl o ws an d ex pen s e
allocations.
According to the corporate controller, Rick Rademacher, the automation of these accounting
functions has significantly streamlined the day -today activities of his staff. He reports, "The accounting side of the business benefited greatly
from the system. We cut a considerable amount of
manpower in this area, which we were then able
to add to more productive areas. We now also
have an unwritten rule that the units and the executive office record the same balances shown on
the period reports; therefore, we are always in balance. This saves us one to two man -weeks each
month that we would have spent on
reconciliation."
Reaction to System
Implementing the system was relatively painless. The operating companies all responded favorably to the system and have consequently added a higher degree of s ophi sti cati on t o th eir
individual cash management systems. In fact, the
system itself was a prerequisite for the update of a
company's individual system. Overall, the system
is simultaneously a cash flow forecasting tool,
cash transfer tool, and net allocation tool. It is
revolutionary in that it is an integrative cash management /information product with the capability
of combining transaction reporting, balance reporting, money movement, and forecasting. The
result is a comprehensive tool that delivers timely,
pertinent information to management in a usable
format.
McCarviIle notes, "That last point is very important to us. Many financial institutions offer
balance reporting systems, but the reports are in a
format convenient to the vendor, not the user. If
you were to survey corporations using such systems, you'd probably find that many companies
had to adapt the reports before they could be used
internally. TAS reverses this trend. It surprises
me, however, that five years later, TAS remains
unique in the marketplace. It is the wave of the
future."
The benefits enjoyed by Consolidated Foods
Corporation are as expected. The first benefit is
the ability to get a handle on cash flow. The fact
that the cash system is tied into the accounting
system allows the corporation to better monitor
the factors that affect changes in cash flows and,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1982

u l t i mat el y, th e net cash pos iti on o f t h e
corporation.
The second major benefit of the system was the
implementation of better cash management techniques by most of the operating companies. This,
along with the streamlining of the corporate cash
management system, freed a substantial amount
of working capital for use by the parent company,
a particularly desirable feature in these days of
high interest rates.
The third benefit, the streamlining of day -to-

Table 3
Period Reconciliation Report
Modern Diversified Company
Period 3 Activity Report (Book Amounts)
(Date)
Bank Account Number XX- 12345 /Aluminum
Reconcilement of note with DDA
Debits
Credits
Note balance as of 10/01/81
1,075,000.00
Current period allocations
to intercompany note but not
yet to DDA:
75,000.00
50,000.00
Zeroing transfers made in previous
periods already posted to DDA:
2,603,000.00
3,003,000.00
DDA balance as of (date)
700,000.00
Note: A transfer of 675,000.00 will zero out DDA. This entry will be made to DDA
on the first business day of the next period.
Current period average available
note balance:
1,753,569.00
Interest rate:
.080

day functions, was remarkable, and the system
continues to operate efficiently five years later
with few adjustments. The amount of time and effort spent on daily cash management is very, very
small. "In fact," Mr. McCarviIle notes, "we get a
phone call every morning that gives us one number —our net position. That's the only number we
even look at, and virtually millions of dollars are
flowing through the system. There is no action on
a day -to -day basis to move cash. Even the cash for
various expense items is charged and credited
automatically through the intercompany note."
On the Horizon
In the future, the design of information products will be modular in nature to allow maximum
flexibility and customized application. Corporate
users will demand the ability to expand the scope
of systems as their needs evolve. Consolidated
Foods, for example, plans eventually to expand its
use of TAS. Mr. McCarville reports, "There are
many more applications to the system than we
currently employ. For example, we theoretically
could use the intercompany note concept to settle
sales between our operating companies, in much
the same way as we allocate expenses. We also
could monitor receivables, payables, and other
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credit functions on a group basis; we now do it on
a company level. And, as the cost of float rises,
similar systems could be used to direct transactions between corporations."
The bank also sees further refinements and applications for TAS -type systems. It is in the final
stage of working with another major corporation
to develop a multibank capability for a product
similar to TAS. This product will have a netting
capability that will significantly reduce the number of transactions needed to move funds between
banks. Further technological advances, along with
ind ust rywide st and ard izati on of transacti on
codes, will bring change. Intelligent terminals will
probably replace today's fixed- format balance reporting systems. Corporations will thus be able to
merge information directly from banks' data bases
into their own financial formats. Banks, in turn,
will have on -line interface to parts of the corporations' financial reporting systems.

For the larger customers of banks, information
and processing activities are now more important
than their ability to borrow money. The corporate
community wants information about payment
transactions and somebody to manage the information systems for them. The banks' customers
are demanding new electronic products to simplify the handling of financial matters while increasing the earning power of their excess funds.
Rapid changes can be expected as financial institutions seek to differentiate themselves by the
quality of their service products. Banks have entered a new era of creativity as they begin competing for the information business of commerce and
industry. The business community stands to benefit from this race. It should result in at least one
issue scratched from the list of problems plaguing
our nation's businesses. In any event, the accurate
delivery of pertinent information is within our
grasp.
❑
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Profit maximization is not the single
goal�of�most�firms�—�contrary�to
popular belief. Corporations also are
concerned with ratio of return on
investment, market share and total
sales. This information, and more,
was uncovered in personal interviews
(based around a structured questionHaire) with participating managers in
22 companies in the United States

and 22 companies in Canada. These
organizations were involved in the
manufacturing activities of at least
one�of�four�industries�—�food�pro�cessing, chemical, transportation
equipment,�or�heavy�equipment�—
and they represented a large portion
of their industry's annual sales, total
assets and number of employees.
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NAA
Research
Collecting Government Receivables —The NAA Experience

By Suzanne G. Connors
The NAA Research Department has
just completed a mail survey of 1,050
members on the subject of collection
of government receivables. The purpose of the study was to gain an understanding of the average age of receivables collected from the federal
government as opposed to receivables collected from commercial business operations. Another purpose of
the project was to point out the differences and similarities between commercial and government receivables
and provide NAA members with insights as to how one may reduce delays in collections.
The sample of 1,050 members was
selected randomly from NAA's membership. W e received a 21 % response rate. Of those that responded
to the questionaire, 41 % conducted
business with the federal government. W hen the respondents were
asked, "W hat percentage of your
sales volume is attributed to government sales ?," they replied as noted
below:

30%
50%
70%
90%

73%
18%
2%
2%
1
2%
1
%

%

%

%

%

Less than 10%
Between 11 and
Between 31 and
Between 51 and
Between 71 and
Over 90%
No response

Percentaqe

%

Sales volume

It is obvious, from the results, that
most of the respondents do not conduct a significant amount of business
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with the federal government. The respondents, however, did present very
definite views and opinions about the
untimely collections of receivables
from the federal government.
Some of the most frequently mentioned government agencies that the
respondents dealt with on a regular
basis were: United States Air Force,
United States Army, United States
Navy, General Services Administration, Department of Defense, Corps
of Engineers, and the Veterans Administration Hospitals. Sixty percent
of the people surveyed felt that the invoicing procedures or requirements
for the various government agencies
were similar. Most of the problems
encou ntered by the respon dents
were attributed to the excessive number of forms and copies that are required by the federal government.
Many of the respondents did not
separate government accounts from
other commercial accounts in their
accounting records, but treated all receivables alike. Those that did keep
track of government receivables separately did so by monthly accounts receivable ledgers, aged trial balance
reports, and separate ledger cards for
each location that the merchandise is
being shipped to. Some assigned a
shop order number to all government
contracts and each month a receivable report by shop order number is
prepared.
There is a definite problem with the
collection of government receivables
among those questioned. Fifty -nine
percent of the respondents stated
that payment is received between
one to three months after billing, and
suggested that the government's pay-

ment schedule is running closer to
three months. Eighteen percent received payment within one month,
and 14% received payment within
three to six months after billing. The
slow payment schedule appears to be
the biggest complaint among the
respondents_
The most frequently mentioned
terms of sale were net 30 (42 %). For
the most part, the terms of sales were
the same for the federal government
as for other commercial business operations. However, a few of the respondents (16 %) preferred different
terms of sale for their regular customers. Some of those surveyed gave
discounts to normal commercial business accounts and excluded discounts from their terms of sale for
their government accounts. One comment t hat ap peared a num ber of
times was, "If you give a discount to
the federal government to pay within
a specific time period, the government fails to meet the time requirement but still takes the discount."
One p erson ment ioned that they
would not get involved in a contract
with the federal government unless
the terms of sale were specified beforehand, because the government is
notorious for its slow payment schedule and not adhering to the terms of
sale.
The survey results proved that the
respondents experienced significant
differences in collection of receivables from the federal government as
opposed to collect ion from ot her
commercial businesses. The most
frequent complaint was that the government is slower to pay its bills.
Some of the other problems mentioned were: It is hard to locate the
right person to talk to in the government, no one can help solve your
problem; the government requires
more paperwork, more follow -up,
more copies of an invoice, and more
tracing compared with other commercial business accounts.
We asked those surveyed to compare the payment schedule of the
government over a three -year period.
A significant proportion of people felt
th at t h e g overnm en t 's p aym en t
schedule has remained the same
over a three -year period, as noted in
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the following table:
I Year Ago
2 Years Ago
3 Years Ago

Better
14%
15%
14%

Same Worse
64%
8%
57%
3%
52%
6%

N.A.
14%
24%
27%

Some of the respondents had not
done business with the federal governmen t for more than one year;
therefore in the second and third
years many people left the column
blank which explains why there is a
24% and 27% response in the not
applicable column. Some of the comments to this question portrayed the
respondents' displeasure with this unchanged condition:
1. "Basically the federal government
has always given us a problem."
2. "1 have taken all measures possible to improve payment and we
never get a response."
3. "1 have not seen any changes.
Some departments are slower, but
that is not alarming."
Forty -seven percent of the respondents are disgruntled with the government's payment schedule but are not
doing anything to "speed up" their
collections. One person said, "Nothing seems to work!" Another said
"W e have s olved our problem by
ceasing business with all governmental agencies."
Forty -one percent are doing something to improve their collections from
the federal government and have
some suggestions for others that are
having problems:
1. Make certain invoices show all in-
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formation that is required by the
government; for example, be sure
to have the purchase order number
on all copies of correspondence.
2. Complete all paperwork in very
minute detail.
3. Telephone contact may be necessary if payment is not received
within the specified terms of sale.
4. It is helpful if you have personal
contact with the government official that is handling your order.
5. Be certain that billing is sent to the
location shown on the purchase
order (especially if the invoice is
billed from a different location than
it is going to be shipped to).
The respondents also had some
ideas, whether workable or not, as to
how the government should make
payments to alleviate some of the
problems companies are having trying
to collect from the government.
1. All government sales should be
paid C.O.D.
2. Commercial businesses should
sign a contract with the federal
government, stating specific terms
the government must adhere to.
Everything must be in writing.
3. One respondent felt that Congress
should pass a "Prompt Payment
Act." In fact, this is currently under
way; this legislation provides interest penalties to those government
agencies that fail to adhere to the
normal terms of sale specified in
the contract. As mentioned in the
May 24, 1982 issue of Forbes,

there is a lobbying group in Washington called the Slow Pay Coalition (SPC), those mission is to
force the government to pay its
bills on a timely basis or pay an interest penalty.
4. Another respondent felt that it was
important for vendors and their
trade groups to keep pressure on
government agencies by publicizing the poor payment they are receiving from particular government
agencies.
One of the respondents answered the
questionnaire with some helpful advice for all those conducting sales
with the government. There are two
publications put out by the government specifically written to help people prevent payment delays. They are
very easy reading and are offered
free of charge from the federal government. The individual who informed
us of these publications stated, "Our
collections from the federal government used to average 90 days and
over. Now that we follow the advice
given in the publications, payment is
received in 30 -45 days." The publications are:
1. "How to Prepare the Material Inspection and Receiving Report
(DD Form 250) ", February 1981.
2. "How to Avoid Delays in Payment," April 1980.
If you would like copies of these publications, write: Defense Logistics
Agency, Cameron Station, Alexandria, Va. 22314,
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Taxes
Jerold M. W eiss and
Israel Blumenfrucht, Editors

Limited Accountant - Client Privilege
Established for Tax Accrual Workpapers.
The United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit, in a 2 -1 decision reversing a
District Court's ruling, has for the first time established a limited accountant - client privilege
which has heretofore been accorded only to
lawyers. The court held that the IRS cannot
generally demand and obtain tax accrual workpapers which are prepared by independent auditors for the purpose of auditing their client's
financial statements filed with the SEC pursuant to the federal securities laws.
In U.S. v. Arthur Young & Company, the accounting firm was retained by Amerada Hess
Corp. to, among other things, audit Amerada's
financial statements which were included in
Amerada's SEC filing. Subsequently, the IRS
instituted a criminal investigation of Amerada's
tax returns for the years 1972 -74 (relating to alleged foreign payments made by Amerada). In
connection therewith, the IRS issued a general
summons in which it sought Arthur Young's audit workpapers file and tax accrual workpapers
file relating to its work for Amerada, The Court
of Appeals agreed with the District Court that
the IRS was entitled to the audit workpapers
because such workpapers are relevant to determining Amerada's tax liability. However, the
court took a different view with respect to the
tax accrual workpapers: "Although we find that
this material is also relevant to the determination of tax liability, we believe that these documents should remain confidential in order to
protect the reliability of the audit process."
Tax accrual workpapers are prepared by auditors as part of the process of verifying whether their client has accurately determined its
contingent tax liability as set forth in its financial
statements. As explained by the court,
the purpose of such workpapers is to determine whether [the auditor's] client has
put aside enough reserves to cover the
contingency that, upon audit, it will owe
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the government more taxes than originally
remitted. To make this assessment, the
auditor must not only determine how the
taxpayer treat ed his income and expenses in his tax return; he must also decide whether that treatment comports favorably with the Internal Revenue Code,
the Regulations, and the case law. In areas where the law is unclear, he must predict the chances that the taxpayer's position will be upheld by the courts —a
judgment based on his knowledge of the
law and his opinion of where the law is
headed .... This process frequently requires the auditor to elicit and engage in
speculation as to positions that might be
taken by the IRS and taxpayer, theoretical
analysis, and opinions bearing on the fairness and reasonableness of the parties'
positions (as distinguished from factual
transactional data), which, if revealed to
the IRS, could seriously prejudice the taxpayer in negotiations with it.
The issue confronting the court was one of
balancing what in this case were conflicting
congressional policies: the collection of tax revenues and enforcement of the tax laws on the
one hand, and the enforcement of the securities laws and protection of the investing public
who rely on financial information generated by
those laws on the other.
The court observed that "the prejudice involved in exposing to the [IRS] appraisals of a
taxpayer's weaknesses and settlement positions on audit is of such proportions that a prudent organization might not be perfectly candid
with independent auditors once it knew that the
information revealed would be reachable [by
the IRS]." Since the validity and completeness
of audited financial statements filed with the
SEC in accordance with the federal securities
laws requires that management feel free to cooperate candidly with its independent auditors,
the court determined that, "Giving the complete latitude to the summons power that the
IRS seeks here compromises the procedure
designed by Congress to protect the investing
public from inaccurate financial information."
In denying the IRS access to the Arthur
Young tax accrual workpapers, the court concluded that the conflicting congressional policies require "that some form of privilege be
carved out to protect the independent auditing
process.'' The court chose to give greater
weight to the protection of the securities laws
because it felt that the IRS could get all information necessary for its purposes from other
lo-lo, 65
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Letters

amounts to the encouragement of fraud.
Thomas M. Rowlen
Goshen, Ind.

4412

real remedy to a company's cash flow
problems, not to mention the cost their
vendors (NAA members also) must incur on collection efforts and extra bookkeeping efforts to bill back unearned
discounts taken by such customers. Remember for every account payable there
is an account receivable somewhere.
Perhaps another technique you can
include, one that is congruent with the
ones li st ed and "feat ured i n on e of
NAA's CEP courses," is to invoice all
your customers with phoney sales invoices. If the customer pays, then continue to invoice him.
Let's not merely suggest shifting our
cash flow problems to another company
we do business with, but instead work
on tangible real solutions to an already
exacerbated problem.
Terry D. Marsh
Miami, Fla.

Ouch! Zounds! Good Gravy!
Smaller businesses need all the help
they can get, but not help from the "innovative techniques, featured in one of
NAA's CEP courses." Ouch!
There is a large, although typically
unpowerful, segment of our citizens
who discern a real and frightening sickness among many of our political, labor,

managerial an d educational leaders.
Statements like the ones listed help deliver the black eyes!
Lie to your employees that the computer messed up and delay the payroll
fo r a week . Goo d gravy! Th e l i e i s
abominable. The undermining of the relational stance between the employer
and the employee is an outrage. I am
not familiar with other states, but the
N.Y. State Dept. of Labor would be
very interested in this philosophy. The
words of Gregory the Great, " ... for
anyone who does not love the truth has
► ►71

Inappropriate Tactics
Both ["innovative techniques "] suggest
that the firm knowingly ignore payment
terms to which it has agreed with its
employees and suppliers. They say that
it is okay if the firm does not honor its
obligation for timely payment as agreed
for services and goods received.
Although these kinds of tactics are no
doubt common practice, I think it is
completely inappropriate for an international professional accounting organization to endorse and encourage their use.
L.E. Mechem
Kingsport, Tenn.

Don't Encourage Fraud
Using a change in a payroll system as an
excuse for delaying payment of wages is
a thin disguise for cheating employees.
For the most part, people depend on arrival of their paychecks at a specified
time. A delay of one week which is suggested by your article can cause a real
hardship for the wage earner who has a
house payment due on Friday.
Second, suggesting abuse of a vend o r's cas h d i s co u n t arran gemen t s
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one or more levels. Now accreditation of accounting programs are available.

Accounting
Education

Accreditation Standards
Accreditation is available for any of three different programs:

Keith Bryant, Jr., Contributing Editor

h.
Keith Bryant Is chairman of the Department of Accounting at the University of Alabama in Birmingham and member, Publications Committee.

Accreditation of
University Accounting Programs
There is something new in accounting education. Accreditation of the accounting programs
at an initial group of 18 schools was announced
at the April 1982 annual meeting of the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business ( AACSB). The names of the schools and
their programs are:
School
Level'
Univ. of Alabama
A,C
Univ. of Alabama- Birmingham
A
Univ. of Chicago
B
Cleveland State Univ.
A,C
Creighton Univ.
A
Univ. of Florida
A,B,C
Univ. of Illinois
A,C
Louisiana Tech Univ.
A,B,C
Univ. of Miami
A,C
Univ. of Missouri - Columbia
A,C
Pacific Lutheran Univ_
A
Pennsylvania State Univ.
A,B,C
San Diego State Univ.
A,C
Univ. of Southern Mississippi
A
Univ. of Tennessee- Knoxville
A,B,C
Texas A &M Univ.
A,C
Texas Tech Univ.
A,C
Univ. of Virginia, McIntire School
A,C
*A— Baccalaureate
B —MBA with emphasis in accounting
C— Masters of accounting
The AACSB is widely recognized as the sole
accrediting agency for baccalaureate and masters degree programs in business administration. There are now 231 schools whose business programs hold AACSB accreditation at
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A. Baccalaureate degree with a concentration
in accounting.
B. Masters in business administration (typically MBA) with a concentration in accounting.
C. Masters of accounting degrees (including
five -year programs).
A precondition for accreditation is that a college or university must be committed to the existence and maintenance of high quality in all
areas required to support accounting programs.
If the institution already has AACSB accreditation of its business administration programs, it
is considered to have met the precondition of
high quality. In the absence of existing AACSB
accreditation, institutions seeking accounting
accreditation will be evaluated using AACSB
standards. This means that an accounting program in a business school which does not have
AACSB accreditation can still seek accounting
accreditation, but the total business program
must meet the standards as though it were
accredited.
In an effort to encourage institutions to provide high quality programs at all levels of instruction, there are specific requirements applying whenever accounting programs are
offered at more than one level. In brief, these
requirements are:
A graduate program may not be accredited
where there is an undergraduate program
unless the undergraduate program is accredited; and
2. If there is an accredited undergraduate program and graduate programs are offered,
the graduate programs must be accredited
within five years of the date of undergraduate accreditation or the beginning of a new
graduate program.
The faculty is expected to possess the educational qualifications, professional accounting
experience and interests, classroom teaching
ability, and scholarly productivity essential for
the conduct of a successful accounting program. Standards for faculty apply to the accounting faculty as a whole and not to each
person individually. An appropriate amount of
time is to be spent in research and formal professional development activities, and the facul-
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ty should have a statement of research objectives. Research may be
applied, theoretical, or education -ork
ented. Faculty should be evaluated
primarily on teaching and research,
and there should be a formal plan for
the evaluation of teaching which
plays a significant role in the annual
evaluation of faculty.
The full -time equivalent (FTE) faculty is required to meet the following
criteria:

of FTE faculty who must have this experience ranges from 40% to 60% of
the required FTE faculty, depending
on the level of instruction. To qualify
there must be at least 60 days of experience within the most recent five year p eriod , and th e exp erien ce
should be related to the subject matter content of the courses generally
taught by the faculty members.

1. Overall Adequacy. The minimum
FTE accounting faculty required
is the sum of the following:
a. One FTE per 400 student
credit hours (SCHs) per term in
undergraduate courses and
b. One FTE per 300 SCHs per
term in graduate courses.
For five -year programs, the requirement of one FTE per 400
SCHs applies to courses taught in
years one through three, and the
requirement of one FTE per 300
SCHs applies to the fourth and
fifth years. Calculations are based
on faculty and SCHs taught in the
fall term.
2. Full -time Faculty. To avoid an excessive use of part-time faculty,
at least 75% of the required FTE
faculty must be employed on a
full -time basis.
3. Qualifications. There are specific
requirements in terms of doctoral
degrees, professional certifications, and relevant accounting
experience.

The first major step of accounting
accreditation of UAB was the preparation of a self -study report for the
1980 -81 academic year (also called
the self -study year.) This report was
submitted in June 1981, and was intended to provide the information
needed for AACSB to make a preliminary judgment as to whether or not
the school appeared to meet the accreditation standards. The preliminary
judgment was positive, so the process proceeded to the second major
step — inspection and evaluation by a
visitation team in January 1982. The
report and recommendations of the
team were reviewed by specified
AACSB groups and the final decision
was announced in April 1982. The
process covered almost two entire
academic years starting with the filing
in September 1980 of a formal letter
of intent to apply and ending with the
good news in April 1982.
For further information about accounting accreditation standards and
policies, please refer to the publication, Accreditation Council Policies,
Procedures, and Standards, 1981-82,
from the AACSB, 11500 Olive Road,
St. Louis, Mo. 63141. This discussion
was based on the material presented
in that publication.

The number of FTE faculty expected to hold the doctorate ranges from
50% to 75% of the required FTE faculty. The number of FTE faculty expected to hold professional accounting certification, such as the CMA or
CPA, ranges from 40% to 60% of the
required FTE faculty depending on
the level of instruction. Also, the proportion of the required FTE faculty
who must hold either the doctorate or
professional certification ranges from
60% to 90% depending on the level
of instruction.
Relevant professional experience
probably has caused more discussion
than any other single requirement for
accounting accreditation. The number
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Accreditation Process

Taxes
62� 4111-4
sources while there was no alternative for protecting the public from receiving inaccurate information. The
cou rt st ated that "so lo ng as a case
does not involve allegations of fraud,
the Service does not need to know
the taxpayer's thoughts [as reflected

in the tax accrual workpapers]. The
corporation's own books and the audit workpapers furnish the IRS with all
the raw data that it needs to calculate
the taxpayer's tax liability."
The opinion is clearly a landmark
decision which has implications well
beyond the facts of the case. However, it should be noted that the court
relied heavily on the fact that the tax
accrual workpapers being sought
were those of a publicly held corporation subject to the requirements of the
federal securities laws; a different
conclusion may result when the taxpayer is a privately held company.
Moreover, the court provided two situations where it would uphold the IRS'
power to obt ain a co rporatio n's tax
accrual workpapers: (1) cases involving allegations of fraud, and (2) cases
where the IRS can show that it cannot
otherwise obtain complete and accurate information such as where the
corporation's records were destroyed
by fire.

Supre me Court t o Revie w R ight
of C or pora t e Offi c e r t o Asse rt
5th Amendment Rights
U.S. v. Rylander involved an IRS
tax investigation of two corporations
in which the IRS issued a summons
ordering Richard Rylander, the president of both of the corporations, to
testify and produce specified records
of the corporations. Rylander testified
that he did not have the records and
declined to answer where the records
were, asserting his Fifth Amendment
right against self- incrimination.
In reversing a District Court's ruling
that Rylander was guilty of civil contempt, the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit found merit
with Rylander's constitutional defense. The court stated that when a
t a x p ay er mak es a bo n a fid e Fifth
Amendment claim, his statement that
the documents requested are not in
his possession or under his control is
sufficient to satisfy his burden for
complying with the IRS summons to
produce the documents. The burden
then shifts to government to prove
the documents in question actually
exi st and are i n t he tax payer's p ossession or under his control.
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The Supreme Court, however, has
agreed to review this decision and
thereby to determine when a corporat e offic er m ay ass ert h is F ift h
Amendment rights with respect to a
summons issued by the IRS for his
corporation's records.

Management
Information
Systems

crease the controls compared to controls in the manual systems. It is not
uncommon to find that the policies
and procedures in manual systems
reside in the verbal instructions given
to the new person assigned the responsibility for processing the transactions. One example is a manual accou nt s rec eivab le system where
statements are prepared by a bookkeeping machine or a typewriter. A
duplicate copy of the customer statements may be prepared only at month
end. During the fiscal period, a single
record may be the sole documentation of the subsidiary ledger. The ability to reconstruct the account balances in the event of the loss of the
ledger cards or posting medium could
be an extremely difficult task in some
manual systems. Installation of a
computerized accounts receivable
system should and usually does require the ability to reconstruct account balances at any point in time
and for any potential of error or loss
of data. It is normal to find back -up
files of the system retained both in
on -site and off -site secure facilities. In
many manual systems a total disaster
will frequently result in a total loss of
data and reconstruction —an expensive process.

10-4.4
ties receiving information resulting
from the summarization of transactions become more dependent on the
control mechanisms than the documents or transaction listings.
Computer processing of transactions requires more attention to the
methods used in recording and collection of the data. The current trend
of using remote terminals to collect
the transactional information directly
from the function where it originates
generates a greater concern for controls and security. The number of
functions that have direct access to
record transactions has a direct impact on the degree of control necessary. It can be stated that as the number of entities and functions involved
with data transactions and flow increase, the scope of controls required Protection Against Total Disaster
increases. The introduction of programmers to the transaction flow by
The computerization of systems will
virtue of their involvement in the cre- address the security that exists in
ation of the software adds additional manual systems but in a greater decontrol requirements. The potential gree of detail and scope. Once again
for an independent function to inad- the comparison of security that exists
vertently or deliberately alter or modi- in the manual system to the proposal
fy the transactions must be consid- for the computer system would prove
ered. It is possible, however, to use to be an interesting analysis. The
this group as a resource to create ef- most drastic need for security is profective controls to generate greater tection against total disaster. The reaconfidence and reliability in validity of son this is a critical concern is that the
the data_ The control considerations use of computer techniques elimimust extend beyond the functions di- nates the manual capacity to perform
rectly involved in the physical or ma- similar functions. While system conchine processing of the transactions. versions state the need to provide
It is necessary to monitor mainte- manual back -up capabilities in the
nance, enhancements, and changes event the need to revert to manual
for recording and processing transac- methods is necessary, after a period
tions consistently. Control of software of reliance on the computer system,
libraries must be maintained to pre- the staffing resources and knowledge
vent any unauthorized access to the of the manual procedures are at a
programs. Procedures properly pre- minimum_
pared for computer systems will inIn the use of computer facilities,
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there is a concern for contingencies
to process the transactions if the inhouse data processing function is destroyed completely. No such plan is
normally formulated in a manual system. The disaster plan for a computer
application includes the security of
the loss of the day -to -day facilities
and data files. In manual systems
while there is little planning of alternate processing sites it would not be
difficult to obtain alternative work
space and office machines to continue operations. However, more important is the ability to provide the working staff immediately with the data
files and transaction summaries in order to reestablish normal operations.
The implementation of a computer
system should address the solution to
needs to recover from a potential
disaster.
A plan should be developed to test
on a periodical basis the effectiveness of controls and security of the
computer systems and applications.
Developing the policies and procedures properly can achieve effective
management of the information and
property of the organization.
` -I

Data Sheet
20-4-4

Business /Accounting News
Peter R. Scanlon has been elected
chairman of Coopers & Lybrand, succeeding Norman E. Auerbach who will
retire October 1, having reached the
compulsory retirement age of 62. C &L
also announced its merger with the
accounting firm, Taylor, Edenfield,
Gilliam & W ilts hire, Fort Myers ,
Fla.... Alexander Grant has called off
merger talks with Main Hurdman,
Public Accounting Report says. If
completed, the merger would have
been the largest U.S. accounting
merger in history, the n ewsletter
says....A monthly newsletter, The Corporate and Computer Fraud Digest,
has been launched by Computer Protection Systems, Inc., 711 W. Ann Arbor Trail, Suite 4, Plymouth, Mich.
48170.
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Institute of
Management
Accounting
James Bulloch, Editor

June 1982 CMA Examination Activity
Approximately 2,300 candidates took over
6,300 parts of the CMA examination at 55 test
sites on June 9, 10, and 11, 1982. These numbers represent a growth in excess of 25% over
the examination activity experienced in June
1981. The Institute staff processed over 1,500
new candidate applications since last December's examination.
The CMA examination was given for the first
time at five new sites this June — Bangor,
Maine; Cedar Falls, Iowa; Moorhead, Minnesota; Newark, Delaware; and San Antonio, Texas.
The number of total test sites will expand as
the demand for the CMA grows. For instance,
the new site at Newark was established because there is a demand for the examination in
the Wilmington, Delaware, area due in part to
an in -house review course being offered to the
employees of E.I. duPont Company by the University of Delaware.
As the CMA program grows, more CMAs
serve as proctors at the test sites. A total of 25
sites are administered by CMAs who volunteer
their services. Companies that grant released
time to employees who are CMAs to proctor
the entire examination at various sites are:
Public Service Co. of New Mexico (Albuquerque, N-M.)
Boise Cascade Corporation (Boise, Idaho)
Cummins Engine Co. (Columbus, Ind.)
Pillsbury Company (Minneapolis, Minn.)
General Mills, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.)
Caterpillar Tractor Co. (Peoria, 1I1.)
Johnson & Johnson (New Brunswick, N.J.)
Candidates' papers are being graded now in
the Institute's offices. Most of the graders are
from colleges and universities or industrial firms
in southwest Michigan and northern Ohio. The
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grading was started in early July and is progressing on schedule. The Board of Regents
will meet this month to review and approve the
examination results so that the candidates'
scores can be mailed by September 10.

The December 1982 Examination
The next CMA examination is scheduled for
December 15, 16, and 17, 1982. New candidates to the CMA program should file their candidate applications and examination registrations by September 1. Examination reminders
are being mailed this month to continuing candidate who did not take the June 1982 examination. October 1 is the deadline for continuing
candidates to register for the December examination. The candidate application fee of $25
and the examination fee of $40 per part must
accompany the forms.

Management Accounting Section
Established by AAA
The American Accounting Association has approved the formation of a Management Accounting Section for its members. The objectives of
AAA's Management Accounting Section will be to
stimulate, promote, and encourage:
1. Interchange among those interested and involved in management accounting;
2. Research (theoretical and applied) in management accounting; and
3. Development of educational materials and curriculum design for management accounting.
William L. Ferrara, accounting professor at
The Pennsylvania State University and former
member of the IMA's Board of Regents, was
the primary coordinator for the creation of the
new Management Accounting Section. All NAA
and IMA members who belong to the AAA are
urged to join and participate in the activities of
the new section. Persons interested in obtaining information regarding this new section
should contact Professor Ferrara directly, College of Business Administration, Department of
Accounting and Management Information Systems, The Pennsylvania State University, 409
Business Administration Building, University
Park, Pa. 16802.
Anyone desiring additional information regarding the CMA program should write or call
the Institute of Management Accounting, 570
City Center Building, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104,
(313) 662 -1986.
Karl E. Reichardt, CMA
Manager - Examinations, IMA
B7

Creative
Accounting
By Earl K. Littrell
Willamette University

Tripling Your Income —and Going to the Dogs
This column is devoted to a mental
experiment which should be highly instructive to management accountants
and others. The reader need only create a system of documents and test
them, all in his or her own mind. By
performing the experiment mentally,
readers risk just a bit of time and brain
power, hardly any cost at all. That's
an especially small cost when one
considers doing the experiment in the
real world and the real costs: lost
money, professional embarrassment,
criminal prosecut ion, am ong the
possibilities.
Getting Away With It, How To
Few readers will identify with this
situation, but give it a try anyway.
Su p p os e one is s c rapin g by on
$2,000 a month, gross , but with
dreams of getting by with $6,000 a
month of disposable income. Suppose further that one is employed in a
position of influence and trust (already you're underpaid, right ?), and
suppose that because of your position outside parties (clients, suppliers,
whatever) are itching to pay you and
to help you cover up "honoraria" easily amounting to $100,000 per year.
(Honorarium is rough Latin for bribe.)
Assuming the outside parties can
be relied on to cover up, and they can
be quite good at that, the problem
boils down to this: how does one explain the inevitable appearances created by spending some three times
on e's ost ens ib le gross in come?
(What happened to the $100,000?
Remember, that's taxable income,
perhaps reported on line 3b of Schedule E. What with taxes and collection
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expenses, that quickly dwindles to
around $4,000 a month or so, on top
of the regular take -home pay. Honest
graft includes declaring the income, in
contrast to dishonest graft.)
Before reading on, certainly before
speedreading on, do the mental experiment of finding some way to explain the excess spending to your employer. To help, think of the office
gossip: in that new house, Dixon's
monthly payment is enormous, close
to her or his whole take -home; or,
how c an Dixon afford t o d rive a
$30,000 Mercedes and those lavish
dinners at the El Clippo Club?
Whatever the explanation; it must
meet two criteria: the source of the
money must be legitimate and plausible, and, the supporting documentation must be robust enough to withstan d t he examin ation t hat fishy
matters receive.
Dogging It
The number of ways in which to explain the excess spending while satisfying the necessary criteria is not
known. After all, the object is to get
away with it, ... and , perhaps, to
avoid being featured in this column.
So, by definition the successful explanations never come to light. Bearing
in mind that the forum is still mental
experiments, one can only wish more
power to the successes.
Unsuccessful explanations simply
lie around, available for the asking.
This could leave the column with
nothing to report about successes
and with plenty to report of boring failures. Fortunately, we can use a success /failure hybrid as an example.

The explanation for the excess
spending was that the money had
been won betting on dog races. Now,
that explanation comes close to failing the first criterion outright: being a
legitimate and plausible source of
funds. But, the documentation was
superb, and it overcame everything
else in the case.
Of course, the perpetrator never
actually bet on the dogs. He simply
took his bribe money down to the
track and used it to buy winning tickets from those waiting in line at the
cashiers' windows. From the tickets,
he prepared a detailed "betting log,"
describing his mostly winning bets. At
the end of each track day, he would
present his winning tickets to the
cashier and request a check instead
of cash. Partly to combat robberies of
winning bettors, the track gladly issued such checks, including a detailed st ub (d at e, rac e n u m ber,
amount bet on each dog, pay on each
dog, etc.). In this way, including his
meticulous bank records, the perpetrator built up his documentation.
Inevitably, the perpetrator's employer asked for an explanation of his
excess spending, He responded, defensively, that his income was his personal bus in es s. The em ployer
pressed, and he responded that he
had won the money betting on the
dogs. The employer, as most of us
do, regarded dog bets as pure
chance, and t he perpetrat or was
dismissed.
With faith in his documentation, the
perpetrator sued his employer for defamation, wrongful termination of employment, and other wrongs. His documentation held up in court, and he
collected very substantial damages
from his former employer.
Note just how nice this twist is: He
had contrived a position where, in effect, he got all the benefits of his future salary and bribes, but without
having to work for them. And, the perpetrator lived out the rest of his life
without discovery.
We all know there's no system for
betting on the dogs. What would you
have done, at the behest of the employer, when confronted with this situation? Another column will offer some
ideas.
! .i
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People in the News
Promotions and New Positions
At Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Richard E. Galloway, Akron Cascade, is now
assistant to the comptroller, as well as
director of financial accounting, and
James R. Glass has been appointed vice
president and comptroller.
Michael R. Hanrahan, CMA, Alaskan,
has joined Alascom, Inc. as senior
auditor.
Jean M. Gambill, Augusta, has been
promoted to assistant credit officer at
Citizens and Southern National Bank
... Cornelia R. Verdery is now account
officer at First Railroad Co.

Daniel J. Schmid, La Crosse - Winona,
has been appointed vice president and
controller of the G. Heileman Brewing
Co.
P. Blaine Clemens, Lancaster, has been
elected vice president and controller of
Lukens, Inc.... Willis W. Shenk, chapter past president and president of Lancaster Newspapers, has been reelected
to the board of directors of Commonwealth National Financial Corp.
Philip C. Pechman, Las Vegas, has been
ad mi t t ed in to the p art n er s h i p o f
McGladrey Hendrickson & Co.

named director of accounting for Commercial Federal Savings and Loan of
Omaha.
Margaret Siirila, Orange Coast- California, has been named manager, marketing analysis cost and pricing, for ITT
Cannon, Micro Division,
Dwight D. Baum, Peoria, has been
named co ntro ller of Caterpil lar Far
E a s t L t d . . . . David C. Merrick has
been elected vice president and controller of Dynamic Graphics, Inc.
Thomas N. Macon, Piedmont Winston Salem, has been named chief business
officer of Salem Academy and College.

Joseph O. Bentley, Jr., Birmingham Vulcan, has joined CCS Inc. as senior
vice president and secretary- treasurer.

Paul J. Harrison, Portland - Willamette,
has joined the Culver Companies as financial vice president.

Joseph F. DiMaio, Buffalo, is now vice
president and treasurer of Pinto Equipment Rental, Inc.

At Dow Jones & Co., Inc., Warren H.
Reeves, Princeton, has been named associate manager of credit and collection,
and Frank A. Skube is now national
payroll manager ... Richard C. Winship has joined Autologue Data Systems
as controller.

Linda M. Goss, Chicago president, has
been named controller of the marketing
research group USA at A.C. Nielsen
Co.
Sharon L. Buncher, Cleveland East, has
been promoted to corporate controller
at Erico Products, Inc.
Gregory M. Bonn, Diablo Valley, has
been named treasurer and controller of
DW &E Walter Co.... Robert Finkelstein has joined MCI Telecommunications as a senior manager .... Lindell
L. Foster is now chief financial officer
for
Hexcel
Corp.'s
European
Operations.
Chester S. Wysocki, East Bergen -Rockland, has recently joined Wells Fargo
Guard Services company as a general
accounting manager.
Arnold F. Bentley, Elmira Area, has
been appointed assistant controller of
Elmira College.
At Cost - Saving Data Systems, Inc., Cecilia S. Merrell, Illowa, has been appointed director of business development at the computer service center,
and Mi ch ael J . So u hrad a h as b een
elected president.
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GLASS

BRIGGS

Akron Cascade

Member -at- Large,

USA

Roger T. Briggs, Member -at- Large,
USA, is now senior vice president of Esmark Inc.
Victor C. Stabile, Member -at- Large,
USA, is now director of auditing and
special projects for Pace University.
Patrick J. Deegan, Mid- Florida, has
joined Orl ando General Ho spital as
chief financial officer.
Terry L. Allred, Mid- Hudson, has been
promoted to assistant vice president and
properties and purchasing officer at
Bankers Trust Co.
William V. Alexander, Morristown, has
been named controller at Sandoz, Inc.
Ronald Gravino, New Haven, has been
appointed manager, finance and administration, for Squibb /Nova Inc.... Russell N. Spector has been appointed finance manager of Chloride Standby
Batteries, a division of Chloride, Inc.
Frank J. Gallo, North Penn, has joined
Humphreys Pest Control, Inc. as corporate controller.
Larry E. Michaud, Omaha, has been

Stephen W. Mascena, Providence past
president, has opened a new personnel
consulting agency, Mascena, Ecker and
Associates ... Francis E. McFarland is
now vice president and controller of the
Rhode Island Hospital Trust National
Bank.
Claristeen Redfern, Raleigh Area, is
now financial analyst with Consolidated
Diesel Co.
Peter J. Adamski, Raritan Valley, has
been named director, strategic planning
and development, at Frontier Contact
Lenses, Inc.
At J.W. Burress Inc., Richard S. Dudley, Roanoke, has been elected to the
bo ard of d irect o rs , an d S t even M.
Reyn old s h as b een named ass ist ant
secretary.
Ted A. Bachman, Reading, has joined
Myers Canning Co. as controller.
Robert J. Howard, Rochester, is now
accounting and operations manager for
the products division of Bausch and
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Lo mb , In c. . . . Hugh H. Mooney has
been appointed associate director of finance for the University of Rochester.
.. . Patrick J. White is now assistant
controller for Rochester Savings Bank.
Robert M. Keene, San Antonio, is now
controller of Heritage Oil Corp.
Frederick R. Brotherton, Seattle, has
joined Evans Llewellyn Securities, Inc.
as chief financial officer.
Susan L. Page, Southern Maine, has
been promot ed t o vice pres id en t at
Northeast Bankshare Assn.... Harvey
A. Wagner is now controller for Fairchild Semiconductor.

3rd Party Intervention
The key to collecting accounts that
are ignoring you. Why pay 25-50% of
the balance?

Any Size Balance
$500, $1,000, $10,000. Your cost

per collection is fixed at $58.33.
Smaller balances cost less than $12
per account.

Improve Cash Flow
There's no need to be a banker to
your customers. Reduce your past
due accounts by 50% or more.

Why the Low Cost?
Simply because we don't handle your
money. All payments are made direct
to you. We each save expense.

No Risk
You must receive results with our
copyrighted plan before you pay.

Are We Credible?
Verify our effectiveness and years of
reliability by calling our clients coast
to coast. Many are members of the
Fortune 500.

Write Today...
For Complete Details Plus Our
FREE Newsletter Full Of
Collection Tips.

Parson-Bishop National
Collections, Inc.
7870 Camargo Rd.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45243

Frank W. Gentile, South Jersey, has
been named treasurer at Predco Co.
Ronald L. Blasco, Spartanburg Area,
has been named assistant credit manager at Spartan Mills.
James O. Buehrig, Jr., St. Louis, has
been named corporate treasurer /controller at Mason - Cassilly, Inc.
John Harris, St. Paul past president,
has joined United Products as treasure r . . . . Peter P. McDermott, II, is now
ass is tant co rp orate finance and t ax
manager at Blandin Paper Co.
Gail W. Haas, Susquehanna Valley, has
been promoted to manager, industrial
accounting, at GTE Sylvania.
At Peoples National Bank (soon to be
known as Interfirs t of Tyler, N.A.),
Bruce T. Ballard, Tyler Area, has been
named vice president and controller,
and Joe A. Jeter is now senior vice
president and chief financial officer.
Van H. Pettey, Washington Tri- Cities,
has been appointed vice president of
United States Testing Co., Inc.
David L. Engels, Wichita, has been
elected financial vice president of Garvey In t ern at i o n al . . . . Linda C. Mitchusson, CMA, has been promoted to
assist ant professo r at Wichita State
University.
Christopher B. Capel, Wilmington, has
been appointed banking officer at the
Wachovia Bank and Trust Co.
Karl D. Gyorfy, Wisconsin Lakeshore,
has been named manager of financial
analysis in the finance department of
Gilson Brothers Co.
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Organization Service
Dennis A. Watson, Piedmont Winston Salem, has been elected to the Board of
Governors of the Business Advisory
Council on Federal Reports, a group
based in Washington, D.C., which tries
to minimize the federal paperwork burden on industry.

Emeritus Life Associates
William H. Awalt, Fox River Valley.
Maurice T. Breen, Cedar Rapids.
Sam R. Brown, Jr., Asheville.
Paul G. Callahan, Boston.
Al d eri c R . C ard i n , New Jersey
Meadowlands.
Allen D. Carli, Richmond Lee.
Edward W. Cleary, Boise past president,
past national director, 1967 -69.
Darwin S . Darb y, New Haven past
president.
Erwin W. Deuchler, Fox River Valley.
L. Howard Dorsett, Charlotte Gold.
Charles J. Edgette, Bakersfield Area.
Paul M. Gaskill, Hampton Roads past
president. SCMS.
Herbert W. Gazley, Rochester.
Allan B. Goldsmith, Oakland -East Bay.
J.B. Hall, Tulsa.
Robert E. Halsted, Jamestown- Warren.
John C. Hardin, Oakland -East Bay.
Robert J. Healy, San Fernando Valley.
Harry E. Hooley, Rochester.
J.R. Howells, Pittsburgh.
Irving E. Jones, Massachusetts North
Shore past president.
Richard Kangas, Oakland County.
Milton H. Lindstrom, Rockford.
H.I. Long, Jr., Blue Grass Area.
John R. Marker, North Central Ohio
past president.
Bernard P. Menard, San Diego past
president. SCMS.
Edward J. Molis, Denver.
Margaret A. Morrison, Springfield.
Th o mas J. O'Connell, So ut h Ba y;
Southwest Los Angeles past president.
Owen L. Ogle, Pittsburgh.
John Olsen, Member -at- Large, USA.
Freidolph K. Olson, Saginaw Valley
past president.
Clinton R. Pearson, Memphis.
Albert G. Radasky, Harrisburg Area.
Donald A. Sanders, St. Louis.
Frank Shaker, New York.
J o h n J . S u b acu s , North Penn past
president.
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Victor E. Thompson, Muskegon past
president.
Frank H. Tiedemann , Westchester.
Edward L. Tilley, Richmond Lee, Richmond past president.
Ernest Q . Tuthill, Hartford.
R i ch ard F. Urq u h a rt , Portland Willamette.
Wil li am R . Van No rman , Mohawk
Valley.
Carl o N. Vi ggiano , Norwich past.
president.
W.T. Warriner, Blue Grass Area past
president.
Ralph A. Williams, South Bay.
James F. Wrase, Northern Wisconsin
past president.
Frank M . Yetman , Boston.
Harry N. Zimmerman, Wheeling past
president.

J.W. MacLear, 61, Denver, 1956.
J.M. McGrath, 65, Johnstown, 1962.
Walter L. McIntosh, 65, Member -atLarge, USA, 1949. ELA.
Philip E. Murray, 62, Hartford, 1968.
JoAnn Oberschmidt , 38, Dallas, 1979.
Kathryn E. O'Connor, 65, Illowa past
president, 1944. ELA. SCMS.
Harold J. Patterson, 90, Columbus past
president, 1927. ELA,
Fred P res ton , 83, Columbus, 1934,
ELA.
F. David Ramage, 57, Rochester, 1969.
Leonard P . Raniewicz, 50, Rochester,
1965.
Herman C. Seebohm , 77, Columbus,
1948. ELA.
Jo seph W. S heeran , 78, Columbus,
1935. ELA.
William Skavroneck , 61, Long Island Suffolk, 1977.
In Memoriam
David J . Smith , 58, West Central Ohio,
1979.
Donald L. Anderson , 50, San Fernando Raymond C. Terry, 54, Lancaster, 1959.
Valley, 1960.
Roland C. Waterman , 63, Denver, 1975.
Christy V. Bicki, 65, Providence, 1969. Michael L. Worden , 31, Northern WisWilliam H. Bruns, 57, Cincinnati, 1962. consin, 1978.
Lauren F. Brush , 77, Columbus, 1942.
Emeritus Life Associate.
James N . Buccalo, 79, Columbus, 1942.
Letters
ELA.
Edward C. Deparrie, 66, Orange Coast
California, 1946. ELA.
63� 411A
William A. Dierksen , 88, Columbus, not yet come to know it," though used
1936. ELA.
in another context, appear to ring true
Ralph Dunlap, Mid -Ohio, 1976.
here.
Samu el M . Earh art , 35, Columbus,
Vendors, in good faith, give terms as
1979.
an incentive for early payments. Most
Albert F. Etowski, 69, Cleveland, 1956. specifically state that the terms are from
ELA.
date of invoice. The advice: The heck
Benjamin M. Forbes, 59, Boston, 1968. with�them�—start�counting�after�receipt
James S. Goard, 41, Michigan Upper (that can't be controlled); pay even later
Peninsula, 1980.
than that, and still take the discount.
Sidney R. Guest, 76, Butler Area, 1948. All with specific intent. Zounds! Talk
ELA.
about biting the hand that feeds you.
Thomas F. Hoffman , 32, Lima, 1980.
No matter the intent, the small busiJohn A. Hub eny , 71, Chicago, 1945. nessman will read into, "By waiting unELA.
til Wednesday or Thursday, you are asRob ert A. Jerred, 55, Madison past sured that the checks will be outstandpresident, 1959.
ing for at least a week," a suggestion to
E. Lau rence Krau ss , 89, Columbus, writs checks on anticipated receipts.
1956. ELA.
There are many names for this kind of
Fred C., Livesay, 71, Kansas City, 1948. activity, but they all boil down to fraud.
ELA.
By following such practices, the small
Rowland H. Lutz, 83, Columbus past businessman may soon find himself on a
president, 1937. ELA. Stuart Cameron cash with order basis; thus, his last conMcLeod Society.
dition may be worse than the first.
Edward A. MacBride, 56, New York,
E. T. Calby
1981.
Buffalo, N. Y.
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Protests Negative Image
The March 1982 art icle, "What Are
Women Accountants Really Like ?,"
which label s women accountan ts as
"dull" on an intelligence factor test can
be discredited and challenged on several
counts.
Even though the authors point out
the (limited) extent of their sample and
population, they equate their population
and "women accountants as a whole."
The "study population" was restricted
to a group in which only 10% had more
than 10 -years experience; 46% had two
years or less, many of whom were students. There co ul d b e con si derab le
doubt as to the representative nature of
the population. Whether or not the population was representative or the methodology sound the reader will accept
the "results and conclusions" as broadly
applicable.
On behalf of the American Woman's
Society of Certified Public Accountants,
I protest the negative profile promoted
in the article. Women accountants put
up with a multitude of subtle and not so- subtle putdowns on an on -going basis. To be explicitly (and inaccurately)
labeled "dull" is too much. Playing superwoman and hurdling obstacles are
familiar chores but we do not need the
extra practice provided by unsupportable negative labels.
Kathryn C. Buckner
President
American Woman's Society of CPAs
Chicago, Ill.

Opinion
6/-4
are applied but when they are not applied. Any less means we are doing
less than what we are getting paid to
do.
Foreign currency fluctuations are
not the only area of potential conflict
between accou n ti n g s tan dards an d
business policy, of course. Interim reporting, inventory valuation, income
taxation, pensions and depreciation
quickly come to mind as other areas
of potential conflict.
A tough job? Sure, but no one ever
said t he lo t of t h e managemen t accountan t was an eas y one.
71

A comprehensive business graphics system has been created by Management
Graphics Inc. Business Graphics System offers instant video display callups
on a monitor or projector, making it
ideal fo r use as an "el ectroni c slide
show" at meetings and conferences. It
also can be used for cross - country teleconferencing, because the graphics can
be displayed simultaneously at multiple
sites. The system can be used to analyze
the impact of trends and variables on
sales, profits, inventory levels and the
like. It also can be linked to computer72

IBM Corp, has added two application
packages for the IBM Personal Computer to help companies manage their
inventory and accounts receivable. Inventory Control, by BPI Systems, Inc.,
provides quick access to the status of
any inventory item, creates invoices and
purchase orders, adjusts stock levels,
alerts users to items which must be reordered, and logs back orders and merchandise received. Accounts Receivable, als o by BP I Sys t ems , track s
current and past -due receivables, prepares monthly customer statements,
past -due notices and aged receivables
reports, maintains customer files, and
produces analyses of customer account
status. Phone Jeannette A. Maher, (305)
998-6007.
EPS Consultants, Inc. has joined forces
with PLEXUS to offer accountants,
planners, and financial analysts a "Decision Support Machine." EPS' financial planning software is now compatible with the P /40 Super Microcomputer
from PLEXUS. The system offers financial modeling, "what -if" scenarios,
pre - written functions and routines, simultaneous equation solutions, text ma-

A new kit, called "How to Increase Productivity," has been creat ed by The
Hanover Press. Designed for executives, managers, professionals and administrators, the kit consists of four cassettes, a fully illustrated manual, 14
posters and a basic communications setup, all contained in a bookshelf binder.
Phone Don Reinken, (213) 660 -9583.
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Lexicon Corp, has creat ed t he first
hand -held personal communications
computer, designed to deliver a broad
range of financial and general information, whether the user is at home, in the
office, or on the road. The Lex -31 is capable of accessing data banks through a
local telephone call. The portable terminals include a special Dow Jones /News
Retrieval key which enables users to update stock quotations and receive quotes
on listed bonds, options, Treasury issues, and mutual funds, as well as statistics on the financial performance of
more than 3,000 companies. Users can
retrieve pre- selected information by
pressing a single button, creating subst an t ial s avi n gs in co mp u t er t i me.
Phone Christopher Washburn, (305)
792 -4400.

Th ree new mi croco mp ut er s oftware
packages have been developed by Hourglass Systems. F AS T F IGUR E i s a
spread sheet program with features including depreciation, present value and
net present value, internal rate of return, compound growth functions and
standard deviation. MARKET TIME is
a decision assisting tool for investors
whi ch p ro vi des a d at a bas e of New
York Stock Market statistics. HIGH
YIE LD, a mu tu al fu n d i n ves t men t
management tool, helps users actively
manage their investments by providing
rep orts o n amoun ts i nves ted, withdrawn, paid as dividend and reinvested,
and by calculating performance measurements. Phone (312) 690 -1855.

.

Lex-31 personal communications computer.

Arthur Andersen & Co. has developed
MAC -PAC, a manufacturing planning
and control so ftware system. MAC PAC has been designed to provide manufacturers with the information necessary to get the best utilization of their
productive resources: equipment, materials and labor. The software can support either a make -to -stock or make -toorder environment and can easily be
tailored to a specific company's requirements. MAC -PAC consists of 10 application modules which can be implemented individually or as a complete
system. These include design engineering, product costing, manufacturing engineering, material requirements planning, inventory control and accounting,
and master schedu ling. Ph one Dave
Blackshear, (713) 626 -0360.

nipulation, data management, forecasting, editing and advanced programming
capabilities using the FCS -EPS language. It also provides functions for
NPV, lead and lag of payments and receipts, rounding, column calculations,
percen tages an d su mmaries. Phone
(800) 538 -7578.

.

driven slidemakers to generate slides
and overhead t ransparencies. Phone
Tom Probst, (612) 835 -9764.

Madeline Krakowsky, Editor

&

New Products /Services
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In today's competitive business
environment, good ideas shouldn't
hang around waiting to be typed. Or
linger in some slow - moving envelope.
The new OFIS"writer 400 from
Burroughs speeds ideas. It is a word
processor that also has a remarkable
capability to distribute what you
compose. You can send documents
between OFISwriters to as many
people in as many places as you want.
Amazingly, you can turn OFISwriter
400 into a powerful personal computer.
With the addition of CP/M® and
Microsoft's BASIC, you can write

Call your local Burroughs office. Or call
your own programs. Add Microsoft's
Multiplan" and you'll have a very power- 1- 800-621 -6497, ext. 820. (In
Illinois, call 1 -800- 572 -6274, ext. 820.)
ful modeling and planning tool as well.
You can even tap into numerous data
processing functions on Burroughs and
many other host computers by adding
one of OFISwriter 400's powerful
communications options.
OFISwriter 400 is part of OFIS" 1,
the total office information system from
Burroughs. It includes word processing,
electronic filing, personal productivity
OFIS is a trademark of Burroughs Corporation.
tools and imaging systems.
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital
The best idea you'll have today is to
Research, Inc.
Multiplan is a trademark of Microsoft Inc.
find out more about OFISwriter 400.

113uxqrou
Building on strength

Recruiting is a skill all business people need but seldom learn.
How to interview

How to pick winners.
How to find the right chemistry.
From the smallest to the biggest company, everybody makes mistakes in these
areas.
Most can be avoided.
With the techniques Robert Half
reveals in his new 16 -page booklet, How To
Hire Smart.
It's distilled from 34 years of specialized experience in financial, accounting
and edp recruiting.
And it's yours free as soon as you call
any of the 80 Robert Half independently
owned and operated offices (look in the
white pages for our number, or
simply fill in the coupon below)

How to pick winners.
1. To get a winner, hire fast.
The good ones get other offers.
Make positively sure your winner
knows you're actively interested,
even if it's your first interview. You
seldom get more than one pass at the

This will stop you from making
another common mistake: hiring the
personable candidate instead of the
competent one.

The specialisas in financial,
accounting and edp recruiting

for 34 years.

Robert Half pioneered the concept of
specialized recruiting. Because a specialist
does a better job.
His annual salary survey booklet has
become the standard guide of government
and business —since 1950.
In fact, when a Senate Committee
needed expert testimony on recruiting
practices in the accounting profession,
they called him.
With 80 offices in 3 countries,
the Robert Half organization is the largest. So it
1
gives you the best choice
of first -rate candidates.
Which is why your
first smart hiring
decision may well be
to call Robert Half.

best people.
70X(141a thisease
coupon
Robert
Half International
Inc,Smart.
sendtome
your booklet
How To Hire
2. Avoid the compromise candidate.
P.
NewYork, NY 10163.)
The more interviews, the greater the
I
I
Name
I
chances you'll hire someone mediocre. Try
Company
Tide
to cut down the hiring decision to one or
Address
two people in your company.
city.
State
3. To prevent the tendency to hire the
Zip
Telephone (
)
last person you interviewed, follow a rating
g Raccounting,
O S financial
E RandTedp personnel
H A specialists
LF`
system and rate each candidate during or
I
L — .
- _ - - - - J
after your interview.
d 1982 Robes Half International Inc
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